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Abstract
Novel speed conO'Ol techniques using intelligent computation algorithms for
the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) to be used in high per-
fOrIIWlCC drive (HPD) systems are pn:sentcd. In HPD systems, fast and accurate
speed response and quick: recovery of speed from any uncertain distutbance are of
criticalimportaDcc. The vcctor control technique is used in this work to obtain the
highest torque response Cor the JPMSM drive. In the vector control scheme. both
the current and the speed controllers play an important role for the drive perform-
In order to select a suitable current controller, a current controlled voltage
source inverter (VSn fed IPMSM drive is developed. and implemented in real-time.
The performance of various current controllers, particularly hysteresis and ramp
comparator controllen for the IPMSM drive. an: investigated both theoretically and
experimcnlally. A comparison is also made among the current coQtroLier perfoon-
ances for the lPMSM drive.
In this work, the control of the IPMSM over a wide speed range incorporating
the flux weakening operation is also preseoted. The scheme incorporates the maxi-
mum torque per ampere operation in the constant torque region and the flux-
weakening operation in ~e constant power region. The performance of this pro-
posed technique is evaluated by simulation results as well as by experimental re-
suJts. A comparison between the flux-weakening control technique and the con-
ventional constant flux control scheme is also presented.
An integral part of this work is directed to develop and implement a fuzzy
logic controller (FLq for the IPMSM drive in order to overcome the unknown
and/or nonlinear disturbances such as sudden load change, parameter variations,
step change of command speed and system noise, etc. A specific FLC for the
IPMSM is developed from the motor dynamics and nonlinear load characteristics.
The complete vector control scheme incorporating the FLC is successfully imple-
mented in real-time using the digital signal processor (DSP) board 051102 for the
laboratory I hp interior type pennanent magnet motor.ln order to achieve the better
switching performance for the current controlled VSI, an insulated gate bipolar
rransistor (IGBT) inverter module and its associated drive circuits are also built in
the Power Research Laboratory of Memorial University of Newfoundland. Numer-
ous tests are carried out for the IPMSM drive at different dynamic operating condi-
tions to evaluate the efficacy of the fuzzy logic controller. The experimental results
validate the robustness and hence justify the applicability of the FLC for the
IPMSM drive to be used in high petfonnancc drive applications. In order to prove
the superiority of the FLC over the conventional cOQl:roUers a comparison between
the proposed FLC based system and the conventional proportional-integral (Pl)
cootroller-based system is made based on experimental results at different dynamic
operating COnditiODS. There is an excellent agreement between the simulated and
the experimental results for the FLC based system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 A General Description of Electric Motors
Conventional direct current (de), induction and synchronous machines are the
three basic electric machines that serve daily needs, from small household appli-
ances to large industrial plants. year after year. The application demand of electric
motol'$ is increasing rapidly with increasing technological advancement. Due 10
increasing demands of clccttic motors, researchers have been continuing their ef-
forts to develop new machines like the brushless de (BLOC) machine, the switched
reluctance machine, the permanent magnet hysteresis machine and the permanent
magnet synchronous machine {l.7]. After developing these Dew types of special
machines. researchers are working on the control of these motors to optimize the
design performance and cost These developmental activities arc now in a revolu-
tionary stage due to the recent development of semiconductor and microprocessor
technologies.
For many decades, de molors, particularly separately excited de motors, have
been used extensively for variable speed and high performance drive systems, be-
cause the separately excited de motor can be controlled in a simple way due to the
dccoupled nanue of its field and armature. However, the dc motor has some disad-
vantages. which include limited range of speed operation. lack of overload capabil-
ity, robusmcss., the frequent maintenance requirement as well as high cost due to
blUSh-gear. and commutators and power loss in the field circuit. Due to these draw-
backs of de motors. researchers have developed ac moton such as induction and
synchronous moton to usc for high perfonnancc variable speed drives, where ro-
bUSOlCSS and maintenance free operations are the main concCtn. The ac moton are
suitable for constant speed operation., but due to recent development ofpower elec-
tronic devices. very large scale integrated (VLSO technologies and efficient use or
microprocesson, ac motors can also be used for variable speed drives. The ac mo-
tors can be used for high performance drive (HPD) systems using dosed loop vec-
tor control techniques (8).
Among the ac motors. induction motors (1M) have been widely used and con-
sidered as a worlcborse in rhe industry due to some or their advantageous features
like good efficiency. low cost, reliability and ruggedness. However. there are some
limitations of the induction motor. One of the limitations is that it always runs at a
lagging power factor" because the rotor field voltage is induced from the stator side.
Another limitation is that: the 1M drive system is not highly efficient due co slip
power loss. As the 1M runs at a speed always less than the synchronous speed.. the
control of these motors is very complex. Moreover. the real time implementation or
these motor drives needs accUIate estimation of motor parameten and sophisticated
modeling with complex control circuitry. Due to the above mentioned limitations.
researchers have looked into the synchronous motutS for easier control in high per-
formance variable speed drives.
There lUe some advantages of synchronous motors over the induction motors
which lUe as foUows. As the synchronous motor runs at synchronous speed. its
control is less complex.. It also removes the slip power loss. However, the conven-
tional wire wound excited synchronous motors have some drawbacks such as the
requirement of extra power supply, slip ring and bNSh gears at the rotor side to
supply the dc field excitation.
Due to the limitations of the conventional wire-wound synchronous motors,
more recently different kinds of special motors have been developed. Among them,
the permanent magnet (PM) motor is becoming popular due to some of its advanta-
geous features, which include high torque to curreot ratio as well as high. powcr to
weight ratio, high efficiency, low noise and robustness. Unlike in the wire-wound
synchronous motor, the ex:citatioo is provided by the permanent magnets in a PM
synchronous motor. Thus, there is no need for any ex:tra power supply or field
windings. Hence, the cost is reduced and the power toss due to the excitation
windings is elimin.ated.
1.1.1 A general description of PM motors
The development of the PM motor is directly related to the recent achieve-
ment in high-energy permanent magnet material like ncodymium-boron-iron (Nd-
B-Fe), samarium-eobalt (Sm-Co), etc. The fast digital signal processor (DSP) board
with built-in interface provisions and artificial inteLligent algorithms provide ad-
vanced starting and control means for a PM motor drive. Permanent magnets bave
been used for both the dc and ac motors. In the case of dc motors, PM de motors
are separately ex:cited dc motors with the permanent magnets as the field excitation
source. The PM de motor is widely used in industry for control purposes.
The permanent magnet ac molors are usually considered as synchrooous ma-.
tors according to the operational point of view. Permanent magnet ac syndlronous
motors are commonly known as PM motors. We can classilY the PM motolS in dif-
ferent ways. Depending on the position of the magnets on the rolOr, the permanent
magnet synchronous motors can be broadly classified inlO three categories: (a) inte-
rior type PM synchronous molOrs, where the permanent magnets are buried within
the rotor core; (b) surface mounted type, where the permanent magnets arc
mounted on the surface of the rotor, and (c) inset type, where the permanent mag-
nets are fully or partially inset into the rotor core (3]. The cross section of Interior,
surface mouoted and inset type PM syncbronous motors are shown in Figs. L.l, 1.2
and 1.3, respectively. Depending on the orientation of the magnets, the PM motors
can be classified inlO three types: (a) radial type, (b) circwnferencial type and (c)
axial type. For the surface mounted type, the orientation of magnetization is only
radial For the interior and inset types, the orientation or magnetization can be ei-
ther radial or circumferential. The PM molOrs shown in Figs. 1.1-1.3 arc radial.
Depending on the rotor cage winding, the PM molOrs may be classified as: (a)
cageless, where the rolOr has DO cage winding and (b) cage type, where the rotor is
provided with a cage winding. In the case of the cage type motor, the cage Vt"ind.ing
provides the starting torque and hence this type of motor is capable of self-starting
with a rated supply voltage and frequency. To use the motor as a variable speed
drive from a controlled voltage so= inverter (VSI), the proper control strategy
should enable the drive so th~ the molor can start smoothly up to synchronous
speed from standstill. Thus, there is no need of cage winding. Depending on the
control strategy, the PM synchronous molors may be classified. into two types: (a)
brushless de (BLDC) motor, which is an electronically commutated three-phase
· td_"",
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Fig.l.t Cross section ofthe interior type PM motor.
Permanent Magnets
Fig. 1.2 Cross section of the surface mounted type PM motor.
·Permanent magnet
Fig. 1.3 Cross section of the inset type PM motor.
synchronous motor with surface mounted permanent magnet excitation and (b)
conventional PM synchronous motor, which is a sinusoidal wave fed PM motor.
The BLOC motor is sometimes classified as a brushless PM de motor. In the case
of the b£USb.less de motor, the induced emf is usually trapezoidal. A discrete posi-
tion feedback: signal is used every W electrical and the current is required to be
held constant for at least 120" in ord« to genem.e a ripple free torque. Brushless de
motors are widely used as the bard disk drive in computers. They are also widely
used as precision control motors. In the case of a permanent magnet synchronous
motor (pMSM), the induced emf is ideally sinusoidal and it uses continuous rotor
positions to force the CUlTeDt in order to generate a ripple free torque. Usually vari-
ous current controllers like hysteresis. ramp comparator and predictive current
controllers are used for pulse width modulated (PWM) control of the PMSM
drives. Depending on the use of a sensor, the PM synchronous motor may be classi-
tied as; (a) sensorless and (b) with sensor. In the sensorless scheme., no SCI1$O(" is
used to detect the rotor position but the rotor position is detected by some other
techniques sucb as observer or computation techniques using stator currents, volt-
ages and motor parameters. In the case of the PMSM drive with sensor, the rotor
position is continuously detected by the use of an absolute or differential incre-
mental encoder. Hall effect sensors are used to detect the actual currents. It is to be
noted tltat the implementation of a sensorless scheme for the PMSM is difficult be-
cause the PMSM needs continuous position detection. This may not always be cor-
rect from the computation, as the motor parameters also undergo variation at differ-
ent steady-state and dynamic operating conditions.
Among the various types of PM motors discussed above, the interior type PM
motor with radial magnetization is the most economical to manufacture. Moreover,
as the permanent magnets are buried within the rotor core, it provides a smooth ro-
tor surface and reduced air gap. As a result, this type of motor can be used for high
speed with quiet operation and better dynamic performance, which are the major
concerns for high performance drive systems. In order to take all of these advan-
tages without the lack of genc:rality, the interior permanent magnet synchrooous
motor (IPMSM) bas been considered as a working model in this thesis. The
IPMSM saves up to 50% of the energy for split air cooditioners. Use of IPMSM
for air-conditioner compressor pumps up to 3.7 kW bas been the industrial standard
of the Japanese air conditioner manufacturers like Mitsubishi. Daiken, Toshiba and
Carrier.
In the following section, a review of the existing PMSM drives for high per-
formance applications such as robotics, rolling mills, traction, spindle drives, air
compressors and conditioners and machine tools has been given.
1.2 The Current State of PMSM Drive
Due to the increased technological advancements and versatile use of interior
permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSM). it is essential to develop a robust
controUer for IPMSM to be used in a high performance drive (HPD) system in or·
der to overcome various uncertainties like sudden change of command speed,
abrupt load change and parameter variations. The controllers used in mOlor drive
systems can be broadly classified into three categories such as; (a) fixed gain types,
(b) adaptive types and (e) artificial intelligent types. The conventional fixed gain
types are proportiooal.integra.l (PI), proportional.integral-derivanvc (PlO) and
pseudo-derivativc.feedback: (pDF) controllers. The adaptive types are model refer-
ence adaptive controller (MRAC), sliding mode controller (SMC), self tuning
regulator (STR) and variable structure controller (VSC). The artificial intelligent
types are artificial newal network (ANN) controller, fuzzy logic controller (FLC),
and neunrfuzzy controller. Major reported works on the interior permanent magnet
synchroDOUS motor (lPMSM) drive will be briefly discussed below.
1.2.1 PMSM drives with conventional PI, PID and various
adaptive controUers
Many researchers have reported their work on the development of high per-
formance lPMSM drives. Basically, the researchers initiated their work dwing:
study of me performance of the IPMSM fed by a voltage source or current source
inver1er. A typical closed loop vector control scheme of me IPMSM is shown in
Fig. 1.4. Gumaste and SIemon [9] have proposed a vector control scheme to ana-
lyze the steady state performance of a voltage source inverter fed permanent
v.
Fig. 1.4. Block diagram aCthe vector control scheme of the IPMSM drive.
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drive. The same authors have reported another
similar workeD the current source inverter fed PMSM drive [1OJ. For both schemes
they have used a position feedback control from a shaft position sensor so that the
inverter can operate in self-control mode. The constant torque mode and the con-
stant power mode operations have been investigated. The control strategies have
been developed for torque control. They have suggested removing the damper
(cage) winding for the voltage source inverter (VSI) fed PMSM drive in order to
operate the motor with stability. The damper winding also provides a path for the
flow ofharmonic currents induced for non-sinusoidal voltage output oCthe inverter.
However, for the current source inverter (CSI) fed PMSM drive, the damper wind-
ings are helpful in reducing the commutaring inductance. An analysis of a PMSM
drive supplied from a 1800 inverter with phase control provision has been presented
by Krause et. al., (11]. In their work, the current is changed by shifting the phase of
the applied voltage and thus the average torque is maximized. Phase shifting also
provides a means of speed control which should be used in conjunction with pulse
width modulation (PWM) control. Liu ct. al., [12] have presented a microproces-
sor-based implementation of the PMSM drive. In this work, the motor is fed by the
hysteresis current controlled VSI. They have proposed a method to improve the
performance of the current controller at low speed by utilizing the freewheeling pe-
riod. However, this method reduces the average torque and the performance is not
much beuer. Pillay and Krishnan [13-t6] have reported a number of results on
modeling, simulation, analysis and the design of controllers for a high performance
vector controlled PMSM drive using a state space model. They have investigated
the transient and steady state performance of the drive using a d-q axis model of the
PMSM. They have also investigated the performance of the hysteresis and ramp
comparator controller for the PMSM drive. In these works, a PID type speed con-
troller has been used. To design the speed controller, the authors have used the lin-
ear model of the PMSM. But in real time, it is very difficult to predict the perform-
ance of the drive accurately using this linear model. The performance of the drive
has been limited to a certain command speed. Moreover, because ~f the PID con-
troller, the performance of the drive is sensitive to the motor parameters and to the
load. In another work, Pillay et. aI., [17] have proposed. a digital signal processor
(DSP) based hysteresis current controller scheme for a PMSM drive. They have
implemented their scheme using TMS320ElSICIS and TMS320E17/CI7 DSPs.
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The TMS320E151C15 has been used to implement the current controller algorithm
aDd the other DSP has been used to implement the vector control algorithm. The
performance of the drive is affected due to the slow speed of DSPs. In this work.
although the experimental results show the effectiveness of the controller, compre-
hensive tests of the drive at different dynamic operating conditions have nOI been
done. A look.up table was used to generate the command currents. This is not Suil-
able for a wide range of speed operation. Hence. there is a lack ofllie robustness of
the drive. Bose [18] has reported a high performance inverter fed IPMSM drive
system. In this work, a closed loop torque control has been implemented using a
feedback torque estimation and laking into accounts the effect of saturation, tem·
perature variations and non-linearity. The drive system has incorporated the con·
stant torque as well as constant power regions. The perfonnance of the drive sys-
tern. has been investigated only for a fixed speed. However. in order to test the effi·
cacy of the drive, it is essential to investigate the perfonnance of the drive over a
wide speed range at different dynamic operating conditions. Huy and Dessaint {19]
have proposed an adaptive current control scheme for the PM synchronous motor
drive. The controUer uses two modes. namely hysteresis cunent control for tran-
sient operation and predictive current control for steady state operation. However.
the performance of the drive at a low speed condition has not been investigated.
Huyet. aI .• [20] have presented an analysis and implementation of real time predic·
tive current controller for a PM synchronous motor servo drive. High performance
can be obtained from this controller but its implementation needs hardware design
using an EPROM based approach. The flexibility of this approach is less than the
microprocessor-based approach. Bose and Szczesny [21] have proposed a micro·
controller based control of an IPMSM drive for electric vehicle propulsion. The
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control system incorporates both the constant torque region as well as the constant
power- region where the flux weakening operation is used. As the drive system bas
been implemented on a multiprocessor architecture, the system becomes costly and
the possIbility of fault toler.m.ce is also present.
Jahns et. aI., [22] have proposed an adjustable speed drive of IPMSM using a
torque control technique. The smooth torque control has been achieved by provid.
ing a control of the magnitude and phase angle of the sinusoidal phase CUJTellts
with respect to the rotor orientation. Although the paper has taken into account the
effects of rotor configuration and current regulator satwation, the performance of
the drive system bas not been investigated over a wide speed range. Moreover the
method cannot provide a smooth transition from the conslant torque mode to the
conslaI1t power mode while the motor is in operation. In another wode, Jahns [23]
has proposed a flux.weakening operation of an lPMSM 10 investigate the perform·
ance of the drive over an extended speed range. In this method, the direct axis rotor
CW'Te:tlt is obtained from the available phase currents of the motor and the d--axis
reference current.
Recently, Morimoto eL aL, (24-29) have done some work to design and control
an IPMSM drive using the flux.weakening control method They have accounted
and compensatod for the magnetic saturation and demagnetization effects of per.
manent magnets to achieve high torque and high efficiency operation within the
maximum voltage and CW'Te:tlt limit of the inverter and the motor. They have stud-
ied different control methods such as i.l=O, unity power factor (cos, - 1.0) and
constant flux linkage control methods. Then a comparison has been made among
the various methods. The drive performance has been investigated over a wide
speed range. However, all the control schemes use the ramp comparator controller
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eithc:r in the voltage reference frame or the current reference frame. Regarding the
CUJm1t controlled VSI. this controller bas dnwbaclcs such as magnitude and phase
errors., especially at high speed operation.. In these works, a compensating tech-
nique based on the calculated value of q-axis inductance Lq from the actual q-axis
CUITellt bas been used. In order to overcome the effects of saturation, the d-axis
command current is generated from the calculated value of Lq. However, in these
works the effects of parameter variations due to noise, temperature, etc. are not
considered. Therefore the drive system suffers from instability unless an on-line
adaptive scheme is incorporated. Rahman et. a1. [30] have reponed a torque control
of the IPMSM drive incorporating the field weakening operation exceeding the
speed above the base speed. They have also considered the maximwn voltage and
current capabilities of the motor and the inverter during motor operation. The per_
formance of the drive bas not been investigated for variable speed operation. Vaez
et. aL [31J have proposed a vector control strategy of the IPMSM drive to provide a
min.im.wn loss opention.. They have used a PI controller as a speed controller,
which is parameter sensitive. Radwan et. aL [32J have developed an hybrid CUITellt
controller for the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor drive. In the hybrid
controller, they have used the ramp comparator controller for low speed operation
and the byste:teSis current controller for high speed operation. They have investi-
gated the performances and shown that the controller works very well and is stable.
However, the speed controller is a PI controller, which is sensitive to parameter
variations, load variations, etc.
Some oilier investigations [33-36] of the performance of the PMSM drive have
also been reported while the flux-weakening method is used. The conventional Pi
and PID have been used as the speed controller for the PMSM drive for the last few
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decades, because of their simplicity and ease to implement in real time. However,
these controllers are very sensitive to parameter variations due to saturation, tem-
perature variation, sudden change of command speed, load disturbances and other
uncertainties. Moreover, it is very difficult to tune the controller parameters exactly
both for on-line and off-line implementations. Therefore, these types of controllers
are not always suitable for high performance applications. As a result, researchers
[3744J have developed adaptive control schemes for PMSM drive systems so that
the controller can adapt the controller parameters to system parameter variations
and load disturbances. The availability of relatively inexpensive and powerful
digital signal processors (DSP) has encouraged researchers to apply these adaptive
controllers for PMSM drives.
Recently [37-44], adaptive controllers have been used for PMSM drives to
achieve fast transient response, parameter insensitivity, nonlinear load handling ca-
pability and high adaptability to other types of uncertainties. Among various adap-
tive schemes, the model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) scheme is one in
which the drive forces the response to follow the output of a reference model re-
gardless of me drive parameter changes. MRAC may be used with a PI controller to
adapt the controller gains as a compensation to the system parameter changes. It is
impossible to adapt the controller gains exactly, so the parameters are adapted by
trial and error such that the error between the actual and the desired responses re-
mains within the specified limit. The reference model is designed by considering
the worst case system parameters so that the drive can physically track the refer-
ence model. Choy et. at., [37] have reported a vector control position servo PMSM
drive system using MRAC. In that work, an MRAC controller is used in the outer
loop and a PI controller is used in the inner loop. The steady state error gain com·
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ponent of the PI controUer is used to compensate foc the chattering problem that
occurs due to discontinuous control inputs. However, this still docs not completely
rid the drive of the chattering problem. Cerruto et. n, [38J have proposed a model
referc:oce adaptive controller based PM motor drive for robotic applications. The
MRAC has been used to compensate for variation in such system parameters as the
inertia and torque constants. The error between the reference model speed and the
actual speed is used to adjust the parameters. However, the proposed model suffers
from increased on-line computational burden for increased robustness of the drive.
Sozer and Torrey (39) have proposed an adaptive flux weakening controL of
the PMSM drive. They have developed an adaptive technique to adjust the d-axis
current, ~. In order to make the scheme adaptive, they have used a direct modeL
reference adaptive controller. They have not demonstrated the response at variabLe
speed conditions. Moreover, they have investigated the response of the drive using
simulation only.
There are other types of adaptive controllers namely, sliding mode controller
(SMC) and variable structure controller (VSC) which have also been used for the
PMSM drive system. Namudri and Sen [40] have proposed an SMC based self-
controlled syncbrooous motor drive system.. The scheme uses a vector control strat-
egy for a position servo drive. A phase<ontroUed chopper and a gate tum-off
(GTO) inverter are used for the drive to provide the torque-producing current com-
ponent. In that work, a controller was designed taking into account the parameter
variations and load disturbances.
Consoli and Antonio [41] have proposed a DSP based vector control scheme
for an interior PMSM drive using a sliding mode controller for torque control. The
simulation results have been presented to investigate the perfonnance of the drive
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above the base speed using the field-weakening technique. Both the actual motor
currents and the terminal voltages are used as feedback signals to generate the
feedback lorque and flux. The effects of constant acceleration,. constant speed and
constant deceleration bave been accounted for designing the sliding mode control-
ler. The chattering problem has been reduced by considering a variable bal;ldwidth.
However, the drive system has not been investigaled in real-time where the un·
known and unavoidable parameter variations and the chattering problem exist.
Gbirby and Le·Huy [42] have reported an ac servo drive for PMSM using a
variable stIUcture controller (VSC). They have used two control loops: the inner
loop is used for predictive current controllers and the outer loop is used for a posi.
tion or speed controller. The predictive current controller has been used to improve
the robustness of the drive. They have implemented the complete system using the
digital signal processor TMS32OC30. However, the performance of the drive has
not been investigaled for wide variable speed condition. Moreover. the drive is not
completely rid of the chattering problem even in the steady state.
EI-Samabyet. al. [43] have proposed high performance tracking control for
the brushless de motor using a self tuning regulator. They have used generalized
minimum variance theory for the single layer self-tuning regulator. A multi layer
self.tuning regulator consisting of a self-tuning control layer and a supervisory
control layer has also been developed. The supervisory control layer continuously
monitoR the system parameteR, the stIUc!Ure of the controller and motor perform-
Sepe and Lang [44] have proposed an adaptive speed control for the PMSM
drive system.. Their work is very similar 10 the self·tuning regulator case. The me-
chanical system parameteR of the motor have been estimated in real-time to redes-
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ign the gain of the controller. The complete drive system is composed of two loops.
The inner loop of the drive system consists of the motor, inverter, current control-
ler, speed controller and filter. The slower outer loop consists of the malar pa-
rameter estimator and the control algorithm. They have implemeoted the complete
drive using a Motorola 68020 microprocessor. Because of the compulationallimi-
tation of the microprocessor, the perfonnaoce of the drive has been affected. As a
result, significant ooise is introduced in steady state speed responses.
The adaptive controllers show better perfonnance regarding insensitivity to
parameler variations, load disturbances and olber uncertainties as compared to the
conventional fixed gain PI and PID controllers. However, the major drawback of
the adaptive controUer is the high computational burden. For real-time implemen-
tatioa, the high computational burden needs large memory space and high speed
DSPs or microprocessors, which may not be available. As the number of the system
state variables increases, undesirable observation noise also increases. Additionally,
almosl all of the adaptive controller based systems suffer from chattering, over-
reaching and steady state errors due to finite switching. Moreover, the unavailabil-
ity of the exact system mathematical model results in a cumbersome design ap-
proach for these types of controUers.
1.2.2 PMSM drives with artificial intelligent controllers
Due to the above mentioned shortcomings of the fixed gain PI, PID and vari-
ous adaptive controllers, researchers [45-67] have recently looked into the intelli-
gent controllers such as artificial neural network (ANN), fuzzy logic and neuro-
fuzzy controllers to handle the unknown andlor nonlinear dynamics of the system,
where one parameter depends on the other parameters or the operating conditions.
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Intelligent controllers are basically self optimized and adaptive with the system
nonlinearity. Intelligent controllers may not need any information about the system
nonlinearity. Recently, significant efforts have been made on the use of intelligent
algorithms to develop controllers for motor drives. Intelligent controllers are some-
times called artificial intelligence (AI) controllers, as they involve software pro.
gramming, where the computer will be the interface between the software and the
dedicated b.ardware so that me controller can mimic human thinking.
Some work: has already been reported on the use of artificial neural networks
(ANNs) for dc motor drives [45-47] and induction motor drives [48-52J. Weeraso-
oriya and EI..sharkawi [45] have developed an ANN based dc motor drive. They
have used the back propagation training algorithm. In this work, two types of con-
troller topologies are developed. For both topologies two artificial neural networks
are used.. However, the investigation is based on simulation results only. In real
time. the controller performance may not be acceptable where the motor parameter
changes with dynamic operating conditions. Some other works [46-52] have re-
ported the use of the ANN in motor drive systems with the aim of achieving the
ch.afa(;teris!ics of adaptive controllers by exploiting the inherent non-linear input
and output mapping property oflhe ANN.
Recently, researchers have also reported some initial wod: on the use ofartifi-
cial neural. netWOrks for PMSM drive systems [53-55]. -EI.sarltawi et. aI., [53J,
have proposed a high performance brushless dc motor drive using the artificial neu-
ral network. They have used a model reference adaptive controller to implement a
multi layer neural network. The inputs of the neural network are the estimated
speed from the reference model, three consecutive past samples of actual speed, a
past sample of the converter input voltage and the error between the reference
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model speed and the actual speed. The bad: propagation algorithm has been used to
train'lhe netWork. Because of off-line training of the ANN, the speed control is not
precise and may not be useful for different dynamic operating conditions like load
changes, panuneter variations and system distuIbances. Shigou et. al, [54J have
proposed an off-line trained ANN·based digital control of a brushless de servo
motor drive system. In order to obtain better servo performance, they have used an
analog speed controUer. In this wol:k. they have discussed various training issues
for the ANN co be used in che servo drive. However, they have not looked into pre-
cise and detailed speed control. Recently, Rahman and Hoque [55] have proposed
an on-line adaptive ANN based PMSM drive. The back propagation training a1go-
rithIn has been used in this work. There are two artificial neural networks: th.e out·
put ofone network is the command signal and the output of the othernetwodc. is the
estimated signal. Depending on the error between the two outputs, the weights and
biases are updated. The combined off-line and on-line trainings have been used for
the wode. In their work, for the complete vecoor control scheme they used an extra
analog cireu.it to implement the hystereSis current controUer, which makes the sys-
tem more complex and also not reliable for robust operation as compared to the
fully digital drive system. Moreover, they took an assumption that 'the d·axis com-
mand CUlTeDt i,s0 is zero, so it is DOt possible to control the motor above base speed.
In order to obtain a more flexible and effective capability of handling and
processing the uncertainties of a complicated and iU-defined nonlinear system like
IPMSM, Zadeh [S6] proposed a linguistic approach, which introduced the fuzzy set
and fuzzy logic theory. Thus, a fuzzy logic controUer (FLC) is developed.. Human
tbinlcing is often qualitative rather than quantitative, involving the ideas like high,
low, medium, etc. Presently, researchers [46,57-71] have developed fuzzy logic
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controllers for motor drives to mimic human thinking as closely as possible. Some
work has already been reported on the use ofa FLC for the conventional de motor
(46,57-59), switched reluctance motor (60-62] and induction motor drives (63-67].
In almost aU cases, the FLC is used. as a speed controller. FLCs show encouraging
simulation performances for those drives.
Researchers have just started focusing their work on the use of FLCs for
PMSM drive systems [68-71]. Inoue et. aL, (68] have proposed a fuzzy algorithm
for the brushIess de servo motor drive. The fuzzy algorithm is used to tune the gain
of the P[ controller with load changes, parameter changes and system disturbances.
The actual speed. reference speed and the output of the reference filter are used to
generate the membership functions. They bave implemented the complete drive
using the DSP board ADSP-2101. The experimental results show optimum. re-
sponse after severnl auto tuning calculations. However, the drive system incorpo-
rates a reference generator, the observer and fuzzy interferencers with two PI con-
troller!. This makes the system complex. Hence, the design of the complete system
becomes time consuming. Moreover, the system suffers from a high computation
burden due to the system complexity.
En:nay et. aL, (69] have proposed a fu2zy logic approacb for the brushless de
motor drives used in washing machines. They have made a comparison among
various controller techniques namely, the conventional Pl, fuzzy PI, fuzzy reset rate
and fuzzy gain scheduled PL In this work, the error between the set point and the
process output, and the change in error between the present and past samples are
used as input linguistic variables, and Ihe control variable is used as the output lin-
guistic variable for a fuzzy logic based algorithm. Triangular membership functions
bave been used for both the input and output linguistic variables. In the reset rate
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recbnique, a resetting factor whose value is determined by the fuzzy algorithms has
been used. In the fuzzy gain scheduled PI controller, fuzzy algorithms have been
used to adapt the gains of the PI controUer with changing operating conditions. For
real time implementation they have used an 8-bit micro-controller, which is DOt
DCX1ble and reliable for high performance drives. They have investigated the speed
response only for a fixed speed condition. Because of an excessive computational
burden arising from a number of fuzzy rules used in this work, the algorithms may
not be useful for a high speed condition where high sampling frequency in real·
time is essential. Moreover, in experimental results it is sbown that the motor can-
not follow the conunand speed smoothly.
Koviac et. al., [70] bave proposed a fuzzy logic based model reference
adaptive controller (MRAC) for the PMSM drive. The inputs of the fuzzy logic
based adapter are the error between the MRAC output and the actual system output
and the change in error between the previous and current samples. The system out-
put consists of reference input, feedback: output, and fuzzy adapted output. A line·
arized model of the PMSM bas been used to develop the control algorithm_ The
simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, but the algo-
rithm may not be suitable for a real-time application where the motor has nonlinear
characteristics, nonlinear load changes and parameter variatioDS that exist with dif-
ferent operating COnditiODS. Moreover, the reference model is parameter dependent.
Thus the unavailability of the accurate values of the motor parameters may lead to
unstable operation of the system for unknown system behaviours.
Lin et. al. [71] bave proposed a position controller for the PMSM using fuzzy
neural network controller. However, the fuzzy neural network: controller bas been
used only for making correction of the q.axis command current iq', which is the
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output of the IP controller used as a main position controller. Thus, lhe principal
purpose oflhe FLC is DOt served as it is used as a secondary controller.
It is found from the above discussions that the recent trends of research are to
usc artificial intelligent controllers like the ANN, Fuzzy Logic and Neuro Fuzzy
algorithms for ac motors used in high performance drive applications. However, the
application of FLC has been facing some disadvantages during hardware and soll:-
ware implementation due to its high computatiooal burden (72]. That is why so far
the reponed works [60-62,64-66] are mainly theoretical and based on simulation
results only. Although some works [5g.59,63.69,71] arc reported with experimental
results, these are at low speed conditions due to high computational burden and
hence the low sampling frequency. In most cases. the researchers
[46.57.58,61,64.66.69] have used Ftc 10 get a control output which is the rate of
change of actual OUtpUL In order to get the actual output, another integrator has
been added following the FLC, which may accumulate the steady-stale error.
Hence, instability can occur. Previously, it was suggested that the off-line fuzzy
logic controller is the effective solution. However, this method bas some disadvan-
tages as it depends on the look-up table and, for implementation, it needs standard
microprocessors [72].
Although some rcscan:h work has been reported on the use of ANN in the
lPMSM drive (55], the successful real-time application of the fuzzy logic controller
for the high perfOl::tDaDCC drive IPMSM system bas not yet been reponed. There-
fore, there exists a need 10 provide sYSlematic research on the veclor control of the
IPMSM drive incorporating the FLC. The FLC is used as a speed controller. In a
vector control scheme, it is also important 10 determine the nature of various cur-
rent controllers for the IPMSM malar drive, as the cunent controller also plays a
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critical role fOT drive performance. The detailed perfonnance analysis of various
current controllers. especially bysteresis with fixed band. sinusoidal band and
mixed band, and ramp comparator wilh conventional and improved controUCTS, re-
mains unexplored These Icinds of research demand special attention to take advan·
tage of various current controllers. The possibility of combining hysteresis and a
ramp comparator in a single cootroUer scheme over the entire range of motor speed
needs to be explored in order 10 overcome the various drive uncertainties such as
unknown nonlinear load cham,,-,eristics, parameter changes and other system dis·
turbances.
1.3 Problem Identification and Thesis Objectives
On the basis of the literature review, it is concluded that the interior type PM
synchronous motor possesses many appealing characteristics. It is emerging as one
of the most efficient motors in adjustable speed drive applications. The major ad-
vantages of the interior permanent magnet synchrooous motor (IPMSM) include
high torque to inertia ratio, high power to weight tatio, high efficiency, low noise,
robustness and high speed operation with better dynamic performance as compared.
to the cooventional ac moton. Fast speed response., quick:: recovery of speed from
unknown and sudden disturbances and insensitivity to parameter variations are
some oftbe main criteria for high perfonnance drive (HPD) systems used in rolling
mills, robotics, air conditioners, tractions, spindle drives and machine tools. In spite
of the various advantages of the IPMSM, the opetation of the motor is strongly af·
fected by the rotor magnetic saliency, saturation and armature reaction effects [73].
Particularly, the saturation of the rotor iron portion around the magnet produces a
significant distortion of the air.gap flux that affects the reactance parameten and
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hence the performance of the drive at different dynamic and steady-state opcnting
conditions. Therefore, the control of the IPMSM for high performance drive appli-
cations needs complex structure and becomes an engineering challenge. The vector
control scheme incorporating the speed controller and the current controller is used
for the IPMSM drive. This decouples the torque and flux. thus providing faster
transient response and making the control task easier. Both the CWTCIlt and the
speed controllers play an important role in meeting all the requirements of the HPD
systems.
The main emphasis of this work is directed to develop and implement a com·
plete IPMSM drive system for HPD applications. The first objective is to investi·
gate the performance of various current controllers, namely hysteresis and ramp
comparator controllers for IPMSM drives at various operating speed conditions.
Based on the performances of various current controllers the selection of the cur-
rent controller has to be made. The second objective is to develop an efficient speed
controller for the high performance rPMSM drive.
As discussed in the literature survey, the design of conventional controllers
such as fixed gain PI, PID and other adaptive types of controllers., such as the
MRAC, VSC, SMC and STR.., depend on accurate system model parameters.
Moreover, the fixed gain PI and PID controllers are sensitive to parameter varia-
tions. load changes and other system disturbances. Intelligent controllers such as
the FLC usually do not need any information on the accurate system. mathematical
model. It can handle non.linearity ofarbitraIy complexity and it is self.adaptive to
uncertainties (56].
Therefore, an integral part of this work is the real time implementation of the
rPMSM complete drive incorporating an intelligent controller. As one of such in-
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leUigent conlroUcts. the FLC is proposed. In this work. based on motor dynamics
and nonlinear load characteristics a specific FLC for the IPM$M is developed
which removes the integrator and gives me actual output directly. The real-time
implementation of the complete vector control scheme ofIPMSM incorporating the
FLC is carried out using a OSP controller board, OS-I 102. through both hardware
and software on a laboratory 1 hp interior type permanent magnet motor. The real-
time implementation technique used in this thesis OVCfComes the high computa-
tional burden and hence a suitable sampling frequency of 5 kHz is achieved whicb
is adequate for successful real-time implementation. In order to operate the motor
above the base speed. the flux weakening operation is also considered in this worX.
By using this technique. the molor can be used for both constant torque and con-
stant power modes and heQce the operating speed range of the motor can be in-
creased significantly.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The organization of the remaining cbapters of this thesis is as follows. As the
current controlled voltage source inverter is one of the main parts of !he drive and
also plays an important role in drive performance, a new voltage source insulated
gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) inverter as well as the base drive circuit have been
designed and built at Memorial University of Newfoundland Power Research
Laboratory. Details oftbc [GBT inverter- system and the base drive circuit arc given
in Appcndix-e. The performance of various current conbollers for the IPMSM
drive has been analyzed and a comparison is made in chapter 2. There, special at-
tention is paid to !he various bystercsis .and ramp comparator controllers. The vari-
ous hysteresis current controllers arc fixed band, sinusoidal band and mixed band
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controllers. The various ramp comparator controllers are the conventional and the
improved ramp comparator controllers. The systematic mathematical fomtulations
are presented. The experimental implementation incorporating both bardware and
software of the complete drive bas also been presented in that chapter. DSP based
vector control of a laboratory 1 bp IPMSM drive has been successfully imple-
mented and tested. The comparison among various current controllers is based on
both theoretical and experimental results. Finally, a bybrid current controller is
proposed. The motor parameters used in simulation arc given in Appendix-A. The
Simulink model used for the complete drive simulation is given in Appendix-B.
The control of the IPMSM over a wide speed range incorporating the flux
weakening open.tion is presented in chapter 3. The scheme includes the maximum
torque per ampere operation in the constant torque region (i.e., below the base
speed) and the flux-weakening operation in the constant power region (Le., above
the base speed). Finally a comparison between the proposed flux-weakening (i.!-.oO)
concrol technique and the conventional i.! -0 control technique, is made and pre-
sented.
The fundamental idea of the FLC related to motor control application is pre-
sented briefly in chapter 4. The fuzzy logic includes linguistic variables, member-
ship functions, fuzzifieation, Nle evaluation and defuzzificaIion.
In chapter 5, a novel speed conttol scheme of the IPMSM drive using a fuzzy
logic algorithm is presented. A new specific Ftc for the IPMSM drive is d.evel-
oped based on motor dynamics and nonlinear load characteristics. In order to pre-
dict the performances of the proposed FLC, an cxtensive simulation is carried out
and the simulation results are presented in this chapter.
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In chapter 6, a stcp.by·step real·time implementation of the complete vector
control scheme of the IPMSM incorpor:lting the new FLC is presented. The com-
plete drive is successfully implemented in real-time using a 051102 05P board on
a prototype 1 hp interior permanent magnet motor. The detailed bardware and
software required for real-time implementation are provided in this chapter. Vari-
ous experimental results of the proposed FLC-based IPM5M drive carried out at
different dynamic operating conditions are presented. The experimental results
validate the simulations presented in chapter S. Also, a comparison between the
conventional PI controUer and the new FLC for the IPMSM drive is made. These
have been verified based on experimental results carried out under the same oper-
ating conditions. The comparative results show that the FLC is more robust and it is
found as a suitable replacement of the conventional controller.
Finally, a summary of the major connibutions of this work, suggestions for
future study in this area, and the conclusions of this thesis are highlighted in chap-
ter 7. After that all pertinent references and appendices are listed.
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Chapter 2
Performance Analysis of Current
Controllers for PWM VSI-Fed IPMSM
Drive
This chapter presents the development of a complete current-<:ontroUed voltage
source inverter (VSO fcd IPMSM drive. In the vector control scheme, both the cur-
rent and the speed. controllers play important roles for the drive to follow the com-
mand speed accurately at diffem:Lt operating conditions. Fin!, in order to select a
suitable current controller for the IPMSM drive to be used in high performance in-
dustrial applications, it is important to analyze the performance of various current
controllers. The d-q axis model of lbe IPMSM has been used to analyze the per-
formance ofvmous current controllers for the lPMSM drive. Particularly, attention
is paid to the hysteresis current controller and the ramp comparator controller. The
various hysteresis current controllers such as the fixed band. sinusoidal band and
mixed band controllers, and various ramp comparator controllers such as the con·
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ventional and the improved ramp comparator controller have been considered in
this Work.. In order to operate the vector control scheme, a PI type speed controller
is used. The real time implementation of the complete drive using a DSP has aJso
been presented in this chapter. The Fast Fowier Transform (FFT) is used. to get the
frequency spectrum of the experimental current waveforms. A comparison is made
among the performances of various current controUers based on both simulation
and experimental results. Final.Iy, a hybrid cur:rent controller scheme is proposed.
based on performance analysis ohamp and hysteresis current controllers.
2.1 Mathematical Modeling of IPMSM
The IPMSM is similar to the conventional wire-wound excited synchronous
motor with the exception that the excitation is provided. by the penn.anent magnets
instead ofa wire-wound dc rotor field. Therefore, the d-q axis model of the IPMSM
can be derived from the standard model for synchronous machines by removing the
equation related to the field current and associated. dynamics. The flux linkages in
the tbree-stalorpbase windings due 10 the permanent magnets of the rotor are given
in matrix form as [74];
(2.1)
where 0/."., o/Inn and 0/.... are the a, b and c phase stator flux linkages due to perma-
nent magnet alone, respectively, o/m is the constant flux supplied. by the permanent
magnets and 9. is the rotor position angle.
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The tbree-phase air gap flux linkage equations are given in matrix form as:
(2.2)
where \V.. 'VI> and 'Vc are the three-phase air gap flux linkages. La. Lt.... Lee ate the
self inductances and~ Mt.c. Mea ate the mutuallnductances.
Now, the voltage equations of the three phases of the IPMSM can be defined as:
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
where v., Vb. Vc are the three-phase voltages. il• h.. ic are the three-phase currents
and rl. no. rc are the three-phase stator resistances.
In matrix form Eqn.. (2.5) can be written as,
[ ::] [~,~~] [::] {~:] (2.6)
v. 0 r. 1. '1'.
where p is the differential opcrator.1;. Equation (2.2) indicates that the flux link-
ages as well as the machine inductances are functions of rotor position and hence
functions of rotor speed. Therefore. the coefficients of the voltage equations are
time varying except when the motor is stationary. In order to avoid the complexity
of calculations, all the equations have to be transfonned to the synchronously ro-
tating rotor reference frame where the machine equations are no longer dependent
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on the rotor position. These transformations can be accomplished in two steps using
the Park's transfonnation equations [74]. In the first step. the machine equations
are to be transformed from the stationary a-b-c frame uno the stationary d-q frame
and in the second step. from the stationary d-q frame to the synchronously rotating
d'-q' frame. The phase variables in terms of d-q variables can be wrinen in matrix
form as.
(2.7)
(2.8)
where x., Xl. and ~ are the a, b and c phase quantities. respectively. lCd, Xq and Xo arc
the d-axis. q-axis and zero sequence components, respectively. The matrix clement
x may represent either voltage or current.
Eqa. (2.7) can be wrinen in compact form as,
rx...J-rCr'r....J
where C is the coefficient matrix.
The colTespooding inverse relation can be wrinen as,
cose. co{e, 2
3
7t) co{a,4)
[::];~ ,rna, ,m(a, 2;) 'm(a,4) [::] (2.9)
x. 1 I I C
2" 2 2"
or in compact fonn as,
The rotor position angle at is defined as,
a,-t",(·,,·..,!O)
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(2.10)
(2.11)
Equations (2.7) and (2.9) ace both in a stationary reference frame, so B, is only the
initial rotor position, 8,(0), which is also the angle difference between the q-axis
and a-phase. For balanced 3-phase, Xo does not exist, and it is also convenient 10 set
9,(0) = 0 so that the q-axis coincides with a-phase. Under these conditions Eqns.
(2.7) and (2.9) can be wrinen. respectively, as
[:} 1 0-1 -./3 [::J (2.12)2 2
-1 !i
2 2
[::J-[! -I t][::]"'" 3 (2.13)-IJ3
The relative position of the stationary d-q axis and the rotating d ' - q , axis is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Now ::be quantities in the stationary d-q frame can be convened
to the synchronously rotating d' -q' frame with the help of Fig. 2.1 as:
[X:] [""0, ..,inO, J[X'Jx; = sin8, cos8, x4
The inverse relation can be written as,
[X'J [""0, MO, ][x:]x. '"' -sinB, cos9t x~
(2.14)
(2.15)
In order to derive the d '-q • model of the IPMSM drive, the following assumptions
are made:
(a) The eddy cutrent and hysteresis losses are negligible.
(b) The induced emf is sinusoidal.
(c) The saturalion is neglected.
(d) The stator resistances of the three phases are balanced.
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Fig. 2.1 Relative positions of stationary d..q axes and rotating d'..qr axes.
With the above assumptions and using Eqns. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.15), the dr..qr axis
model of the IPMSM can be wrinen as,
(2.16)
(2.17)
where v,{ and vqr are d and q axis voltages, i./ and iqr are d and q axis currents, \II ~
and. \II~ are d and q axis flux linkages, respectively, rl is the stator resislance per
phase and WI is the slator frequency.
\If ~ and 'V~ can be wrincn as,
\II~ =L.i~ (2.18)
\If~ =L,i~ + 'V .. (2.111)
where,
"~L,+L",. (2.20)
L..=l.J+L",.,. (2.2l)
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(2.24)
Let and I...q are d and q axis inductances, Lm.:. and Ln.q are d and q axis magnetizing
inductances and Lt is the leakage iOOuctaoce per phase. The stator frequency Cll. is
related to the rotor frequency 0), as.
(2.22)
where P is the number of pole-pairs. Therefore, Eqns. (2.16) and (2.17) can be re·
written as,
[V;,]=[" +pl, Pm,l, ][i.;,]+[pm,,,"]v, -Pm,L," +pL", 0 (2.23)
According to Eqn. (2.23), the permanent magnet synchronous motor can be repre-
sented by the d' and q , axis equivalent circuit diagrams as shown in Fig. 2.2. The
torque developed by the machine can be obtained by considering the po....er enter-
ing the [wo sources as shown in Fig. 22. The permanent magnet is represented as a
current source, ~ [75] in Fig. 22(a).
The total average power entering the soW'Ccs which is also the developed power per
phase is given by,
P (p L .,., Pl"" P .,)(1)
...... = - 0), .1.1. + CO, .1.1. + O),'V...1• 2'
Therefore., the total power developed by the machine is,
P"""" = 3P2Ct), {'V ...i~ +(L. - L.)i~i;} (2.25)
Now the developed electromagnetic torque is given by,
T. - P: =!f{'V...i;+(L.-L.)i~i;] (2.26)
The motor dynamics can be represented by the roUowing equation:
(2.27)
where TL is the load torque (in Nm), 8 m is the friction damping coefficient (in
NmlradJsee.) and 1mis the rotor inertia constant (in kg.m2).
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(b)
Fig.. 2.2. Equivalent circuit model of the IPMSM: (a) d·axis. (b) q-axis.
For dynamic simulation the IPMSM model equations may be expressed as follows:
piq' '"' (vq' - R iq' .Pco, L.t io' • pCl)r '1'... Y I...q (2.28)
pii '"' (vl- R i.I'+Pm, I....t iqry L.t (2.29)
pm.,.-(T.,-Tv B... CIlr)/J... (2.30)
The motor parameters used in the simulation are given in Appendix A.
2.2 Vector Control Strategy for IPMSM Drive
As mentioned earlier, the vector control technique is one of the most effective
techniques for use with ac motors in high performance drives. The IPMSM can be
vector controlled when the machine equations are transformed from the a-b-c frame
to the synchronously rotating d '-q r frame where the sinusoidal quantities become
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constant. In the case ofde motor control, the developed torque T. can be expressed
(2.31)
where lee.', lee. are constants, I. is the armature cunent, Ir is the field current and '¥r is
the field flux linkage. Both l. and Ir are orthogonal and decoupled vcclors. Hence
the control task becomes much easier for the separ.uely excited dc mOlor. In the
case of the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), the torque Eqn. (2.26)
has two terms; the first term represents the magnet torque produced by the perma·
nent ~gnet flux \II... and the lorque producing current component ~'; the second
term represents the reluctance lorquc produced by the complex intcnction of in·
ductanccs l..l and I...q and also the currents ~r and ~'. In the case of the surface
mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor, I...e! :; I...q so the contribution of me
second term in Eqn.(2.26) is negligible. Therefore, the torque equation of the sur·
face mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor becomes linear and hence the
control task is easier. However, in the case of the interior permanent magnet syn.
cbmnous motor (JPMSM), I...q is larger than lei. Moreover, it is also known that the
excitation voltage due to permanent magnets, and the values of the inductances L.i
and Lq undergo significant variations in an interior type permanent magnet motor
under different steady state and dynamic loading conditions [71]. Thus, the com·
plexity of the control of the IPMSM drive arises due to the nonlinear natt:re of the
torque Eqn.(226). In order to operate the motor in a vcctor control scheme avoid-
ing the complexity, ii is set to zero. Then the lorque equation becomes linear and is
given by,
(2.32)
3.
where the constant K =T. It is to be noted that the torque expressions or
Eqns.(2.3l) and (2.32) are identical and decoupled. Using pbasor notations and
taking the d< axis as a reference pbasor, the steady state phase voltage V. can be
derived from the steady state d'-q' axis voltage Eqn. (2.23) as,
V.-v/+jv,t'
where the pbase current, r. = -i.,' + j iq' (234)
In the case ortbe IPM motor, the d'-axis current is negative and it demagnetizes the
main flux provided by the permanent magnets. Thus, in order to take only the 00·
solute value orii we can re-write the Eqn.(2.33) as roHows:
According to Eqn.(2.33) the basic vector diagram or IPMSM is shown in Fig.
2.3(a). The vector control scheme can be clearly understood by this vector diagram.
It is shown in the vector diagram that the stator current can be controlled by con-
trolling the d' and q' axis CUrTCIlt components. In the vector control scheme, .....hen
ii is set 10 zero then aU the flux linkages are oriented in the d'-axis as shown in Fig.
2.3(b). After setting io' - 0, Eqn. (2.32) shows that the torque is a function or only
the quadrature axis current component, and hence a constant torque can be obtained
by ensuring iq' constant. With the ~.... 0 control technique, the dynamic Eqns.
(2.28) 10 (2.30) orIPMSM can be rewritten as,
piq' ""(vq' _ Riq' - ~,)I Lq (2.36)
V.{""-PCIl,LqIq< (2.37)
p<O, *' (KTiq' ~ TL- 8 mCIl. )11m (2.38)
where KT -(312)Kt, and Kt, - P'V",.
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q'-axis
dr_axis
\jim (Rcfcrencc)
(.)
qr_axis
I.r". V.
dr_axis
\jI", (Rcferencc)
(b)
Fig. 2.3 Basic vcctordiagnm ofIPMSM: (a) general; (b) modified with j,j-Q.
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2.3 Implementation Technique for Vector Control
Strategy ofIPMSM
In the vector control scheme, the IPMSM is controUed in such a way that the
q.axis current provides the desired torque. The complete control scheme for the
current controUed VS[ fed IPMSM drive is shown in Fig. 2.4. In this figure Va is
the de bus voltage for the invcner. The IPMSM drive consists of the current con-
troller and the speed controller. The speed controller gerx:rates the torque command
and hence the q-axis current command iq" from the error between the command
speed and the actual speed. As mentioned earlier, in the vector control scheme the
d-axis command current ior" is set to zero to simplify the nonlinear dynamic model
v.
Fig. 2.4. Block diagram ofcomplctc current-controlled VSI·fed IPMSM drive.
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oflhe lPMSM. The command phase currents j",•• ito' and ic' are generated from the d
and q axis command currents using Park's transformation dcscn1led earlier. Tbe
current controller forces the load current to follow the command current as closely
as possible and hence forces the motor to follow the command speed due to the
feedback control. Therefore, in order to operate the motor in a vector control
scheme the feedback quantities will be the rotor angular position and the actual
motor currents. The current controlled voltage source pulse width modulated
(PWM) invener is usually preferred for the IPMSM drive because of its quick: re-
sponse and accurate control, compared to the conventional voltage control scheme.
In the control scheme, the torque is maintained constant up to the base speed and
hence the constant voltage to frequency ratio (Vlf) control technique is used. The
(Vlf) is maintained constant by using PWM operation of the VSI. The designs of
the speed controller, vector rotator, current controller and voltage source invetter to
perform their specific functions are given in the following sub-sections.
2.3.1 Speed ControUer
The speed controller processes the error between command and actual speeds
and generates the command torque. The small change in speed &l< produces a cor-
responding change in torque aTc and taking the load torque TL as a constant, the
motor dynamic Eqn.(2.27) becomes,
d("",)
AT. =J"'-dt-+B",Aoo.
lntegrating Eqn.(2.39) gives us the total change of torque as,
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(2.39)
(2.40)
Eqn.(2.40) represents the P[ algorithm for the speed controller that may be rewrit-
ten as,
(2.41)
where K. is the proportional constant, ICt ill the integral constant and &0,. 00,°-(1), is
the speed error between the command speed 00; and the acrual motor speed OJ,. In
Laplace domain Eqn. (2.41) can be wrinen as,
(2.42)
. . 2(1-,°') . .,Subsututmg for s - - --_I LD Eqll.. (2.42) where % represent ooe sample
T, l+z
delay and T, is the sampling period, or by differentiating Eqn. (2.41) and then re-
placing the continuous terms by their finite differences, the discrete form of the PI
algorithm can be written as,
T'(l)_T'(l -1)+ K.[",".(l)- ",",(l-I)J+ K,T,,,,",(l) (2.43)
where T°(k) is the present sample of command torque, T"(k-I) is the past sample of
command torque, aoo,(k) is the present sample of speed error and &o,(k-1) is the
past sample of speed error. Equation (2.43) can be easily implemented using a DSP
iftbe values ofK".lCt. T, and the command speed arc chosen properly.
2.3,2 Vector Rotator
The function of this block: is to transform the rotating rotor refCT'CDce frame
quantities into the stator reference frame. The inputs of this block are the d-q axis
command currents iet and ~.., respectively, and the rotor position 9.. The outputs
are the three-pbase command currents ia', ~. and ic·. The transformation is done in
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two steps; first the synchronously rotating d" -q' axis qlaDtities arc tr.msfonnod to
lite stationary d-q axis quantities and then the stationarY d-q axis quantities are
tr.msformed to the a-b-c phase quantities.
2.3.3 Current ControUer and Voltage Source Inverter
The current controller is used to force the motor currents to follow the com-
mand currents and hence forces the motor to follow the command speed due to the
feedback control. The outputs of the current controller are the firing pulses for the
inverter switches. The current control principle for the voltage source inverter is
given in section 2.4. Among the various current controller schemes, the hysteresis
and the ramp comparator are the most commonly used current controllers for high
perfonnance drive applications. These controUers are getting more attention due to
their simplicity and wide spread. usc. The detailed analysis of these current con-
trollers is given in section 2.5.
2.4 Current Control of the Voltage Source Inverter
The current controller forces the load current 10 follow the command current as
closely as possible. In the case oftbe IPMSM drive, the command currents are gen-
erated from the error between the command speed and the acwal motor speed.
Therefore, the currenl controller indirec!ly also forces lhe mOlor to follow the
command speed. The operation of the current controlled VSI can be analyzed by
considering the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.5(a). In this figure, each stator phase of
the motor load is connected to each leg of the three phase transistorized inverter.
The center point of the two equal capacitors is considered as ground. The neutral of
the stator is not connected to the ground. The actual motor CWTents are compared to
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COmmaodCUlTCllts
(.)
(b)
~ai. , ai ~61J
Time
(0)
Fig. 2.5. (a) Current controlled voltage source inverter of the IPMSM drive, (b)
Inverter voltage vectors and (c) Switching current wavefonn.
the command currents and the error signals are processed by the current controllers
to generate the firing pulses for six transistors of the inverter. In this figure NA, NB
and NC represent three logic variables of the three legs of the inverter, respectively.
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These logic variables determine the conduction state of the inverter. When the logic
NA is 1 then TI is conducting and when it is 0 then T. is conducting. The concept
of voltage and CWTeQl space vectors are used to analyze the current controUers be-
cause it simplifies the representation of a set of three phase voltages or currents.
The inverter voltage vector is defined in (76J as
(2.44)
where a~d3 and v•• vt.. and Vc are phase voltages. Similarly. the inverter Cu.r:Tent
vector is defined as
Table 2.1 Conduction modes ofthe VSI under current control
State, L Leg'R' Leg 'b' Leg 'c' Operating Voltage
TI T. Tl T, Ts Tz modes phasor
Freewheeling Vo
Active VI
Active Vz
Active
Active Vs
Active
Freewheeling Vl
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(2.45)
The phase voltages Va , Vb and Vc are expressed as a function of bus voltage Va and
logic variables as
[V] [2 -I -'][NA]v: =~ -1 2-1 NB V.
Veo. -1-1 2 NC
(2.46)
There are eight switch combinations for the six switches of the inverter. Using
Eqn.(2.44) the inverter voLtage vector can be written as
VL =(213) VEl c;KL-I)IcI) forL-I,2•...•6
~O forL-O,7 (2.47)
The logic operation of the voltage source inverter under current control is shown in
Table 2.1. The voltage vectors corresponding 10 the six active states are shown in
Fig. 2.5(b). The magnitude of each. voltage vector is (213)Va. The magnitudes of
voltage vectors Vo and Vl corresponding to the freewheeling stales are zero. In these
instances no voltage is applied to the motor because then either all the high side or
all the low side transistors of the inverter are on.
2.4.1 Effect ofuDconnected neutrals
ITthe neutral of the load is DOt connected at the de bus mid point, the switching
ofone phase depends on the states of the other two phases. Thus, the individual line
to neutral voltages are dependent on each other and each line current will depend
not only on the corresponding inverter phase but also on the state of the other two
phases. Therefore, a current controller experiences interaction between the phases
of the inverter. Hence, the actual current may DOt follow the command current
properly.
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2.4.2 Limitation of dc bus voltage and inverter switching
frequency
For a current controUer to operate the IPMSM properly, the dc voltage must be
sufficient to force the line currents in the desired direction and foUow the com-
mand.. In the case of a low counter emf. the de voltage is not critical, but as the
counter emf is increased. a point is reached where the line to neuttaI voltage be-
comes a six step quasi-square wave and then the current is DOt able to follow the
command current. This happens due [0 saturation of the current controller. How-
ever, the inver1er switching frequency depends on the type of current controUers
used In the case of the ramp controUer, the switching frequency is measured by the
ramp signal frequency. In the case of the bysteresis concroUer, the switchiIlg fre-
quency depends on several factors whicb can be descnbed by the following equa-
tion that represents one pbasc ofa motor:
(2.48)
where L is the leakage inductance per phase, v., i. and Ca are the 'a' pbase applied
voltage, current and back emf, respectively. The actual switching pattern is shown
in Fig.2.S(c). Let dtl be the time during which the line current will increase by dial.
and let dt2 be the time during which the CUI't'eDt will decrease by dial. Assuming v.
and Co. are constant during the interval. one can write the equation for dtl and dt2 as
6tl"'v._~:'_e.' dtl=v.~:l_e. (2.49)
f"" 1/(6tl + 6(2) (2.50)
Therefore, the inverter switching frequency depends on dc bus voltage, inductance,
as well as magnitude of motor current and its ripple content. As the line to oeuttaI
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fundamental voltage varies periodically, the inverter switching frequency will vary
over the fundamental period.
2.S Analysis of Current ControUers
The block. diagram of a general. current controller scheme is shown in Fig.
2.6. The same scheme can be used as hysteresis controller with switch sw off and
ramp comparator controller with switch SW on and by reducing the hysteresis band
block. H to zero or to a small value, ifrequired.
2.5.1 Hysteresis controller
The hysteresis controller is widely used to control the current in such a way
that it can follow the command current with a hysteresis band. A typical three-
phase hysteresis current controller is showo in Fig. 2.6 with switch SW turned off.
lbis type of controller is extensively used because of its simplicity and excellent
dynamic response. However, in this controller, the switching frequency of the
inverter varies over the fundamental period. This results in an irregular operation of
the inverter with time and hence the switching losses are increased. Based on the
hysteresis band conventionally there are two types of hyslCf'eSis controllers,
namely, fixed band and sinusoidal band hysteresis controllers. The waveform of the
fixed band controller is shown in Fig. 2.7(a). In this scheme, the maximum switch-
ing frequency of the inverter is reduced but the humonic CUlTCnt is increased. In
the sinusoidal band, the hysteresis band varies sinusoidally over the fundamental
period as showo in Fig. 2.7(b). The advantage of this scheme is that the harmonic
content oftbe CUlTCot is low. The disadvantage is that the switching frequency near
the zero crossing is very high. As a result, the maximum switching frequency of the
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Fig.2.6. Gcueral=t coutrollerscheme.
invener increases. rn order to compromise between the maximum. invener switch-
ing frequency and harmonic content of the current, the mixed band hysleresis con-
troller is used In the mixed band controller, the hysteresis band varies sinusoidally
around. the reference and a constant value as shown in Fig. 2.7(c).
Consider that Nl, N3 and N5 are the logic signals for the high transistors of
the invener and N4, N6 and N2 are the logic signals for the low transistors of the
invener, respectively. When the logic signal Nl is 1 then the transistor T l is on and
when it is 0 then T1 is off. Similar logic is valid for other five logic signals. The
control logic of the hysteresis controller can be described as follows:
(i) For ia" >0: N4=O, ifia> i"l" then Nl=O, else ifi.< ilo, then Nl =1.
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(ti) For i,..' <0: N l -<>, ifi.>iupo then N~-l, else ifi.< ilo. then N~ m().
where i. is actual 'a' phase current, i..' is command current, iup-i.' + H is the upper
band and ~-i..' - H is the lower band. and H is the hysteresis band. For fixed band
H=al; for sinusoidal band H"93lsin(mt); and for mixed band H-az+lhsin(clt) where
0.1> a2,Il1 and 112 are constants.
2.5.2 Conventional ramp comparator controUer
The typical three-phase conventional ramp comparator controller is also shown
in Fig.2.6 with switch SW 'on' and by omitting the phase shifters. [n the ramp
comparator controller, the error signals between the actual motor currents and the
(a)
(b)
(e)
Fig. 2.7. Cl1lTel1t waveforms for the hysteresis controUer: (a) fixed band, (b) sinu·
soidal band and (e) mixed band..
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respective command currents are compared to a high frequency triangular wave-
fonn of fixed frequency and amplitude. If che mor signal is positive and greater
chan the triangular wave, then the upper transistors of the inverter will be activated
10 apply +VB 10 the motor terminal. lfthe current mor signal is positive and less
than triangular wave, the lower transistors will be activated to apply -Va to the
motor terminal. In order to prevent multiple crossings of error signals with the tri-
angular waveform, some bysteresis band bas been added to the controller. Because
of the fixed frequency of the triangular wave, tbe switching frequency of the
invener remains fixed. lbis is the advantage ofchis controller. However, the disad-
vantages of this controller are that the actual current bas amplitude and phase er-
rors, whicb become acute with high speed operation.. Moreover, sometimes the
motor is disconnected from the supply over the fundamentaJ period wben a zero
voltage vector is applied to the motor. These drawbacks result in poor dynamic per-
formance, and bence this type of controller bas limitations for the II'MSM drive
when used at high speed in high performance drive applications.
2.5.3 [mproved ramp comparator controUer
In order to overcome the previously mentiooed difficulties of the conven-
tional ramp controller, an improved ramp comparator controller is used. The sche-
matic diagram of this controller is shown in Fig.2.6. In this controller, the cuneot
mor signals are compared to three 120" phase shifted triangular waveforms baving
the same fixed frequency and amplitude. The performance is identical to three in-
dependent single-pbase ramp comparalor controllers. As tbere is no interaction
between the three phases, it removes the zero voltage vector for balanced operation.
so
2.6. Simulation of the Complete Current-ControUed
VSI-Fed IPMSM drive
The dynamic of the IPMSM is very complex because of its nonlinear nature
and also the discrete time nature of the inverter and motor system. Therefore, after
developing the control strategy of the complete drive it is usual practice to simulate
the drive system on the computer and predict the performances before: real-time
implementation. The complete drive as shown in Fig. 2.4 has to be simulated using
suirable software. There is much dedicated software, which can be helpful in simu·
lating the dynamics of the system, such as electromagnetic transient program
(EMTP), simulation of nonlinear systems (SIMNON) and Simulink. The simulation
of the proposed complete drive bas been carried out using SrMULrNK software
[77]. The simulation allows investigation of both transient and steady state per-
formance of the drive. For simulation. the inputs are all the motor parameters, sam-
pling frequency and command speed. The outputs are the inswuaneous currents,
voltages, speed and torque. In simulation, the invener transistors are modeled as
ideal conboUcd switches with zero RUn-<lO and nun-off time and hence the
switches of each inverter leg have a complementary switching stale. The foUowing
steps have been carried out [0 simulate the drive in Simulink format:
The equations describing the IPMSM are rearranged in state-space fonn.
The inverter is represented by the real-time switching model ofSimulink.
The system performances are obtained using a built-in Runge-Kutta algorichm.
The logic of the current controllers is represented by a combination of digital
and analog modes.
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The schematic diagram of lhe complete drive system using Simulink is sbown in
Fig. 2.8. This figure contains different blocks such as command-ewrent generator,
current controller, inverter etc. These are known as the subsystems. Each subsys-
tem consists of many blocks, which perform specific functions. The details of lhese
subsystems are given in Appendix B.
2.7. Simulation Results
An extensive simulation has been done to predict the performance of the
drive. Some sample results are presented here. The speed response at no load and
rated speed (188.5 rad.Jsec.) is shown in Fig. 2.9(a) for the fixed band hysteresis
current controller. The corresponding command phase current, q.axis command
current, and actual motor current are sbown in Figs. 2.9(bHd), respectively. It is
shown that the drive follows the command speed without any steady-state error al-
though there is a small overshoot in the transient condition. The actual motor cur-
rent also follows the command current with a hysteresis band. The similar transient
responses for the same controller at full load condition are shown in Figs. 2.10(a)-
(d). This time the drive follows the command speed with a smaller ovenhoot as
compared to the no load condition and the actua1 motor current also follows the
command CWTOlt. The responses including speed, PWM logic signal NA., q-axis
command current and the actuaI motor current at low speed (50radJsec.) and rated
load conditions are shown in Figs. 2.11(a)-(d). It is shown from Fig. 2.ll(a) that,
although the drive follows the command speed, the speed response was not so
smooth even at steady-state condition. Therefore, the drive response of lhe hystere-
sis controller is not so good at low speed condition.
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The speed. actual. a-phase current, q-axis command current and the actual a. b
and c-phase currents are shown in Figs. 2.12(a)-(d). respectively for step change of
speed (100 radlsec.-+188.S radJsec) at the rated load for the fixed band hysteresis
controller. It is shown that the motor can follow the command specd. very quickly
even after an abrupt change of command speed. For the same controller, the similar
respoo.ses of me drive are sbown in Figs. 2.13(a)-(d). respectively for a sudden in-
crease of load at the rated speed. It is also shown that the motor can follow the
command speed even after some disturbances ofload.
The drive performances for a step increase of speed. at rated load for the con·
ventiona! ramp comparator controller are shown in Figs. 2.14(a)-(d). The rotor of
the IPMSM drive also follows the command speed accurately even after a sudden
change of command speed for the ramp comparator controller. However, it is ob-
served from Fig. 2.I4(d) that the actual current has magnitude and phase errors.
Figs. 2.15 (a)-(d) show the speed, command phase current, command q-axis current
and the actual. phase current, respectively for the ramp comparator controller at low
speed (SOradJsec.) and rated load conditions. It is also observed that the motor can
follow the command speed smoothly for the conventional ramp comparntor con·
troller when the command speed is low. Also the actual phase current follows the
command current without any phase and magnitude errors as noted in Fig. 2.IS(d).
Comparing Fig. 2.12(a) for the hysteresis controller and Fig. 2.I4(a) for the ramp
controller, it is found that the speed response of the hysteresis controller is faster
than that of the ramp comparator controller. The simulation results show that the
hysteresis current controller works well at high speed conditions and the ramp
comparator controller works well at low speed conditions. Thc simulation results
show encouraging performances of the controllers for the drive.
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From simulation results, it was found that the speed responses for all other
CWTmt controllers were alinost similar but there exist some discrepancies. These
occur due to the CWTmt responses of various current controllers at different oper-
ating speed conditions that may affect the system dynamic perfonnances and sta-
bility. In simulation, the real-time motor parameter variations and the limitations of
inverter switching frequencies are absent so those discrepancies of current re-
sponses are not a matter of fact in simulation. Therefore, the speed and current re-
sponses of various current controllers need to be investigated in real-time. In ex-
periments, it was observed that some current controllers do not follow the com-
mand speed with stability at some operating speed ranges. This happens due to the
CWTmt waveforms for those controllers at that speed range.
2.8. Real-Time Implementation of the Current-
Controlled VSI-Fed IPMSM Drive.
In order to implement the control scheme in real time the DSP board DS llO2
has been used [78]. The board is installed in a pc·AT computer with unintenupted
communication through dual port memory. The DS 1102 board is mainly based on a
Texas Instrument TMS320C31 32 bit floating point digital signal processor. The
DSP has been supplemeoted by a set of on-board peripherals used in digital control
systems including analog to digital (AID), digital to analog (D/A) converters and
incremental encoder interfaces. The DSl102 is also equipped with a TI
TMS320P14 16 bit micro controUer DSP that acts as a slave processor and provides
the necessary digital 110 ports and powerful timer functions such as input capture,
output capture and PWM generation. The block diagram of the hardware schematic
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is shown in Fig.2.16. The actual motor currents and the rotor position angle arc fed
back 10 the DSP board through the NO channel and the encoder interface, respec-
tively. The actual currents are sensed by the Hall-effect transducers with good fre-
quency response. The rotor position angle is sensed by an optical incremental en·
coder mounted at the rotor sb.aft. The encodeT generates 4096 pulses per revolution
and by using a 4-fold pulse multiplication the output oCthe encoder is increased to
4x4096 pulses per revolution. A 24-bit position encoder is used to count the en-
coder pulses. The counter is reset once per revolution by the index pulse generated
from the encoder. The outputs of the DSP board are six PWM signals that arc sent
directly to me base drive circuit oCthe transistorized inverter.
VSIlnverter
Fig. 2.16. Block diagram of the hardware schematic ofcWTent-eontrolled VSI Fed-
IPMSMdrive.
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Fig. 2.17. The flow chart of the software for real·time implementation of current·
controlled VSI Fed·IPMSM drive.
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The conbOl algorithm has been implemeoted in real time by developing a pro-
gram in lhe high level 'C' programming language and is compiled by the Texas
Instrument 'CO code generator. Then, the program is down loaded to the OSP board
with the help of the dSPACE loader program. The flow chart of the software for
real-time implementation of the complete drive is shown in Fig.. 2.17. A timer inter-
rupt service routine is set up to~ the values of the terminal CllITCD.ts and rotor
position angle every 100 psec. After initializing all the required variables, the speed
is calculated from the present and past samples of feedback: rotor position angle.
The error between the command and actual speeds is then utilized to generate the
command currents using a PI controUer. In the case ofa hysteresis current conbOl·
ler, these command currents are compared to the actual feedback currents to gener-
ate the PWM signals for the BIT or IGBT switches of the inverter. In the case ofa
ramp comparator conbOller. the error signals between the actual and the command
CllITCD.ts are compared to the high frequency carrier signals to generate the PWM
signals for the inverter switches. The sampling frequency used to implement the
above algorithm is 10 kHz.
2.9 Experimental Results and Discussions
Numerous experimental tests have been completed to evaluate the perform-
ance of various current conbOllers at various speeds. Some sample results have
been presented in this thesis. Figures 2.18(a) and (b) show the speed and the corre·
spending current responses of the drive, respectively, in the case of the sinusoidal
band controller at rated speed and no load conditions. The speed responses of the
drive at the rated load are shown in Figs. 2.l9(a) and 2.19(b) for high speed (188.5
radJsec.) and low speed (SO radJsec.) conditions, respectively for the same current
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Fig. 2.18. Experimenla1 responses aCthe drive for lhe sinusoidal band hysteresis cur-
rent conttoUer at no load and rated speed: (a) speed, and (b) corresponding 'a' phase
actual and command currents.
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Fig. 2.19. Experimental speed responses oflhe drive for the sinusoidal band hystere-
sis current controller at rated load: (a) at rated high speed (188.5 radlsec.), and (b) at
low speed (SO radlsec.).
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Fig. 220. Experimental responses of the drive for the sinusoidal band hysteresis
conttoller: (a) speed. and (b) current responses for a step change of speed at the half
load condition.
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Fig. 2.21. Experimental responses nf the drive for the sinusoidal band hysteresis
controller: (a) speed response, and (b) current response for a sudden change of load
(50"/......75%) at the rated speed condition.
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Fig. 2.22. Experimental speed responses of the drive for the conventional ramp
comparator controUer at half load: (a) at a step change of command speed
(150-+!88.5 radJsec.), and (b) at low speed (50 rad.lsec.).
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controller. These results show lhat the sinusoidal band hysteresis current controller
follows the high command speed SIDoothly without steady state error. However, it
follows the low command speed with a small steady-state error as shown in Fig.
2. 19(b). Although the error was not measured exactly but the HPD systems will not
allow any steady-state error for the drive. Figures 2.20(a) and (b) show the speed
and the corresponding current responses for a step change of reference speed., re-
spectively, in the case of the sinusoidal band hysteresis controller. Figures 2.21(a)
and (b) show the speed and the corresponding current responses. respectively, at
rated speed for a sudden increase of load for the same controller. In both cases. it is
shown that the drive can follow the command speed accurately and the actual mo-
tor current also follows the command current very quickly even after a sudden
change of command speed and load disturbance. as the command speed is high..
However, at low command speed with those disturbances the drive may not follow
the command speed accurately as it shows error in steady-state where there is no
disturbance.
Figures 2.22(a) shows the speed response of the IPMSM drive at a step change
of command speed (150--+188.5 radJsec.) for the conventional ramp comparator
controller. It is shown that the speed response bas a steady-stale error at high speed
(188.S radJsec.). However, the drive follows the low command speed (SO radJsec.)
without any steady stale error. as shown in Fig. 2.22(b) for the same controller. It is
evident from. these figures that the ramp comparator controller can follow the low
command speed more: accurately than that of the high command speed. From the
experimental results. it is observed that the speed responses of the drive at different
command speeds for various current controllers show some discrepancies. In the
experiment it was also found that the hysteresis controller can foHow the low speed
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Fig. 2.23. Drive responses for the sinusoidal band controUer at high speed (188.5
radJsec.). H~.SSsin«(J)t) A:. (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at
rated load.
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Fig. 2.24. Drive responses for the sinusoidal band controller at low speed (SO
racUsec.), H=O.55sin(rot) A: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at
rated load.
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Fig. 2.25. Drive responses for the fixed band controller at high speed (l88.S
radJscc.), H-.Q.sSA: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectnlm at rated load.
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Fig. 2.26. Drive responses for the fixed band controller at low speed (50 rndlsec.),
H-o.SSA: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at rated load.
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Fig. 2.21. Drive responses for the mixed band controUer at high speed (188.5
radlsec.). H-Q.27S+O.27Ssin(mt) A; (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spec-
trum at rated load.
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Fig. 2.28. Drive responses for the mixed band cootroUer at low speed (SO radJsec.),
H-Q.27S+o.27Ssm(wt) A: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at
rated load.
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Fig. 2.29. Drive responses for the conventional ramp comparator controUer at high
speed (188.5 radJscc.). £=2.S KHz: (a) current; (b) corresponding hannonic spectrum at
rated load.
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Fig. 2.30. Drive responses for the conventional ramp comparator controller at low
speed (SO radlsec.), f.-2.5 KHz: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at
rated load.
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Fig. 2.31. Drive responses for the improved ramp comparalor controller at high speed
(188.5 radJsec.), f-2.5KHz: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at rated
load.
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Fig. 2.32 Drive responses for the improved ramp comparator controller at low speed
(50 radJsec.), f=-2.5KHz: (a) current; (b) corresponding harmonic spectrum at rated
load.
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commands and the ramp comparator controller can follow the high speed com-
mands. However, if one runs the motor for a long time they may not even follow
the speed commands. Therefore., the hysteresis controller is not stable for low
speeds and the ramp controller is not stable for high speeds. The speed discrepancy
occurs due to the different nature of actual motor currents for various current con-
trollers at different speed conditions [79}. Therefore, one needs to pay special at-
tention to the analysis of current responses for various CurTellt controllers. The fre-
quency spectrum of the current waveform has been obtained by using the Fast Fou-
rier Transform. (FFT) after getting the data of the actual motor currents. In the
analysis only the '8' phase current is considered. Figures 2.23 and 2.24 show the
current responses at high speed (188.5 radJsec.) and low speed (SO radJscc.), re-
spectively, in the case of the sinusoidal band hysteresis controller. It is shown that
the total harmonic distortion (THO) is less at high speed. As the motor neutral was
not connected to the dc bus mid point, the voltage vector of each leg of the inverter
was dependent not only on the state ofthe corresponding leg but also on the state of
the other two legs. As a result. sometimes the motor current cannot follow the
command current accuately within the band. Figures 2.25 and 2.26 show the corre-
sponding results for the fixed band hysteresis controller. It is also observed that the
TIm of the fixed band controller at high speed is smaller than that at low speed.
From the above mentioned results it is also observed that, in the case of the sinu-
soidal band controller, the THD is lower than that of the fixed band controller.
However, the maximum inverter switching frequency is very high in the case of the
sinusoidal band controller near zero crossing. In the fixed band controller the
maximum inverter switching frequency is reduced as compared to the sinusoidal
band controller. Figs. 2.27 and 2.28 show the corresponding responses for the
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mixed band conttoUef'. The results show a compromise between me 1HD and the
inverter switching frequency as compared to the previous two conttoUetS. From the
analysis it is shown that the hysteresis conttoUef' works well at high speeds. In lhe
experiment it was also found that the hysteresis cwrent conttoll~could not follow
the low command speed with stability. This validates the high nm at the (ow
speed condition.. Figures 2.29 and 2.30 show the corresponding responses for the
conventional ramp comparator conttoUer. It is sbown that the motor current has
magnitude and phase errors at high speed with the ramp controUer, and hence the
motor cannot follow the high command speed with stability. Therefore, the ramp
comparator is not suitable at high speed in IUgh petfonnance applications. How-
ever, at (ow speed the motor current can follow the command cunent without sig-
nificant magnitude and phase errors. Figures 2.31 and 2.32 show me responses for
me improved ramp comparator controller. It is shown that the motor current can
follow the command cUITent even at the high speed condition without significant
magnitude and phase errors. The perfonnanee comparison of various current con-
ttollers at different operating speeds is summarized in Table 11 The lnverpoWef'
transistorized inverter module has been used for the experiment. The dc supply was
applied through a variac for safe operation..
TABLED
Po:lfonnan<:eCo~ o(Yarious Cunenl ControUI:rS
~nm .. _ ......
-"
_ .. low
--~1I""·
l!lted"~I;p.a1
r"'.......""'.;pal
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The performance analysis of various current controUers establishes that the
hysteresis controUer is suitable for high speed and the ramp comparator controller
is suitable for low and medium speeds. In order to take advantage of both types of
controUers, a hybrid controUer is proposed. for the IPMSM drive. The switching
from one controller to another has been done in software.
2.10 Proposed Hybrid Current ControUer
In the hybrid current controller, the hysteresis controller scheme for high
speed operation and ramp comparator controUer scheme for low speed operation
are combined in software in order to obtain the best performance over the entire
speed range. The principle of operation for the hybrid current controller scheme is
Fig.2.33. Schematic diagram ofthe proposed hybrid current controller.
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Fig.2.34. Flow chart of the software for real time implementation of the hybrid
current controller.
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shown in Fig.2.33. The mode switching level between the hysteresis and ramp
comparator modes depends on the magnirode of the current error &. When IAiI is
greater than the mode switching level the ramp comparator mode is selected. When
1&1 is less than the mode switching level the hysteresis mode is selected to reduce
the amplitude and phase errors introduced by the ramp comparator controller. Dur-
ing large current transients such as starting or load variatioIl3, etc., the controller
wiU operate in hysteresis mode to achieve fast dynamic responses. The current er-
ror vector & is given as [80],
&-(213) [(i...' +~. +az ic:·)-(i.+a~+azic)] (2.51)
where operator a - lL120". The mode selection depends on the magnitude of the
CWTCOt error vector d.i which is given by,
(2.52)
With the assumption that the neutral is not connected,lMI is given by,
(2.53)
where i., ~ and ic are the measured values of the line cwrents and their COtTC-
sponding command values are i;, ~. and Ie'. In order to minimize the switching
back and forth between the modes., the value of the mode switching level is chosen
to be equal to the ripple current in the ramp comparator controller but within the
limit of the hysteresis band.. It is found that this criterion ensuccs stable operation
between the operating modes. The flowchan of the software for real-time imple-
mentation ofthe hybrid current controller is shown in Fig. 2.34. In the experimental
laboratory 1 hp test IPMSM motor, it was observed that the switching speed from
ramp to hysteresis controller was 70 radlsec.
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2.11 Concluding Remarks
The complete current~ntroUedVSI-fed IPMSM drive has been successfully
implemented in real-time in a laboratory I hp PM motor. The drive performances
have been investigated both in simulation and experimentally. The experimental
results validate the simulations. A detailed comparison of various current controller
perl'ormanccs for the IPMSM drive bas been presented. It is shown that the hystere-
sis current controller gives better performance at high speeds and the ramp com-
pantor controller gives better performance at low and medium. speeds. The per-
formance nEche improved ramp comparator controller is better than that nfthe con-
ventional ramp controller but it increases the computational burden. A hybrid cur-
rent controller has also been proposed in order to take advantage of the good fea-
tures of both the ramp and hysteresis controllers. However, the computational bur-
den of Ihc hybrid current controller is also increased. IT the inver1er is made of fast
switching devices like the IGBT then the switching frequency will not be a major
problem and hence one can usc a sinusoidal band hysteresis controller for optimum
performances over the entire speed range.
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Chapter 3
Control of IPMSM over Wide Speed
Range
Precise control of the high performance IPMSM over a wide speed range is
an engineering challenge. In the previous chapter the performance of such. mOlor
bas been investigated up to the base speed. In the design of the conrroller the as-
sumption of i.t = 0 has been taken and hence me flux supplied by the permanent
magnet remains constant. Moreover, the assumption of i.t = 0 leads to a noo-
optimum efficiency and sometimes instability of the IPMSM even below the base
speed. As the speed is inversely proportional to the flux due to permanent magnet
aDd proportional to the back emf, in order to operate the motor above me base
speed within the rated voltage capacity of the motor and the inverter, the field flux
must be decrea.sed. In the case aCthe IPMSM, direct control of the field flux is not
possible. However, the field flux can be weakened by the demagnetizing effect of
the d-axis stator current i.t [29]. Above the base speed as the voltage and me curreot
remain fixed to their maximwn value, the power remains constant. The operation
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above the base speed is called the constant power mode. Some systems like spindle
drives and tractions need the constant power mode of operation. Recently, re·
searchers [23,29,30,35,36,81) have reponed some work in the flux weakening con-
trol technique of the IPMSM. However, the investigation of lhe flux weakening
control technique is in i[S initial stage as compared to the i.I - 0 control technique.
So there exists a need for thorough investigation of lhe flux-weakening control of
lhe lPMSM drive. The performance of the lPMSM drive over a wide speed range
for high precision industrial applications is presented in this chapter. 'The scheme
incorporates the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation in the constant
torque region i.e., below the base speed and lhe flux-weakening operation in lhe
constant power region i.e., above the base speed. The power capacities of the motor
and lhe inverter are also considered. The efficacy of the above mentioned control
techniques of IPMSM drive system is evaluated by balh experimental and com-
puter simulation results. Finally, a comparison between lhe conventional i.l - 0
control and the proposed flux-weakening control technique is presented in this
chapter.
3.1 Flux-Weakening Control Principle
The mathematical models of an lPMSM in the dr-q' synchronously rotating
rotor reference frame for assumed sinusoidal stator excitation are briefly summa·
rized(74] as
[V;]_[" .pL, Pro,L, ][i:]+[Pro,~.] (3.1)v. -P(J),L~ r, +pL. 14 0
The electromagnetic developed torque is given by,
T. =Tr'V..i~+ (L.-Lq)i~i;] (3.2)
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The motor dynamics can be represented by the following equation:
Tc-Tl,. +B",co~+J... PCl)r (33)
The symbols are defined in chapter 2. The first term of Eqn. (3.2) represents the
magnet torque component due to the rotor pennanent magnet flux \jim and the sec·
ond ten:n represents the reluctance torque due to the complex interaction of d-q axis
currents and inductances of the rPMSM. In the case of the IPMSM, i,l.' is o.egative
and the q-axis inductance Lq is greater than the d-axis inductance L.i. so the relue·
tance torque compoo.ent is an additional advanlage for the IPMSM in terms of per.
formance and cost. The complexity of the control arises due to the nonlinear nature
oftbe torque Eqn.. (3.2) for the rPMSM drive system. To make the torque equation
linear and the control task easier, usually ' is set to zero. However, in an actual
lPMSM nonlinear drive, the assumption of • z:() leads to erroneous results due to
the saturation of the current regulator particularly at high speeds. In the proposed
techniqlle i/ is not considered zero. The value of i.!' is calculated from iq'main-
taining the armature voltage and current within the capacity of the motor and the
invener. This improves the performance of the drive system as compared to the icl-=
otechnique.
The stator phase voltage and current can be related to the d-q axis voltages
andCWTents as,
(3.4)
l" .. ~ +j~ (3.5)
The maximum value of the stator phase voltage and current are Vm and I.... respec-
tively. Below the base speed, with the assumption of keeping the absolute value of
slator current r. constant at its maximum value I.... i.J' can be calculated in terms of
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~' for maximum torque per ampere (MTPA). This is obtained by differentiating
Eqn. (32) with respect to~' and setting the differentiating result to zero [82] as
., "'. I "'~ ., ,1.-2(L.-L.)-V~+(I.) (3.6)
Above the base speed, the steady-state current ~' can be calculated in terms of~' in
order to maintain the absolute value of stator voltage V. constant at its maximum
value ofVm• This is obtained from Eqns. (3.1) and (3.4) by neglecting the voltage
drop across the stator resistance [82] as
where V",' is the corresponding maximum stator phase voltage.
v.,'., .PID,iq'Lq
V'fO'>:PID..id'l.cl+Pm,.'¥lIl
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
Based on the above algorithm the block diagram of the complete IPMSM drive is
shown in Fig.3.l. The typical torque-speed characteristic curve over a wide range
of speed is shown in Fig.3.2. Equation (3.7) represents an ellipse in the d-q plane.
which indicates that an increase in rotor speed results in smaller ranges for the cur-
rent vector. By appropriatelycoDlrolling i.!', the amplitude of the terminal voltage is
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v,
Fig.3.1 Block diagram of the complete IPMSM drive incorporating the flux-
weakening operation.
adjusted to V m- Above the base speed i.c., in constant power region. the voltage
remains constant as the magnet flux is weakened by the annature reaction of ~r in
order to decrease the total air gap flux. The flux-weakening control not only ex·
tends the operating limits of the IPMSM drive but also relieves the current regula-
tor from saturation that occurs at high speed operation. The maximum amplitude of
the phase voltage V"" which can be sustained by the inverter without saturation of
the current regulator, is given as a functioa of the de bus voltage Va as.
(3.11)
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Fig. 3.2 Typical torque-speed characteristic curve over wide range of speed.
11 is seen from Eqns. (3.1) and (3.4) that in case ofi.Jf -0, the magnitude aCthe tcr-
minal voltage V~ increases with an increase in motor speed IDr or the q-axis current
iq. Therefore, the saturation of the current regulator occurs at high speeds for a
given torque when the motor tenninal voltage approaches Vm • This may cause in-
stability of the drive for i,{ - 0 control. From Eqn. (3.7) the maximum attainable
speed for a given set of maximum stalor voltage and current can be calculated as,
(3.12)
In the case of the conventional i.t-O control technique. the maximum attainable
speed can be calculated in order 10 maintain the maximum voltage limitation of the
inverter as.
(3.13)
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3.2 Implementation of the Flux-Weakening Control
-The complete IPMSM drive has been implemented in real-time using a digital
signal processor (DSP) controller board 05-1102 on a laboratory I hp lPMSM
drive. The general implementation procedure is the same as descnbcd in chapter 2.
For real-time implementation of the control algorithm. a program has been devel-
oped in the high level ANSI 'C programming language. The flow chart of the soft·
ware for real-time implementation of the proposed flux-weakening control algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.3 Results and Discussions
The performances of the drive system have been investigated both experi-
mentally and in simulation. Fig.3.4 shows the steady-state developed torque against
the 'a' phase cWTent Ia at a constant speed of 100 radJsee. farhoth the conventional
~ control technique and the flux-weakening control (FWC) technique where i.l is
not zero. It is shown that in the case orlhe flux-weakening control. the motor can
develop more torque for the same stator current as compared to the i.i-O control
technique. This feature exhibits that for the proposed conlrOl the ~otor can carry
the higher load while maintaining stability. It is also observed that for the same
stator current the motor develops more torque at high speed operation. The simu-
hued transient and steady-stale responses for a step change of speed at rated load
for the flux-weakening control technique are shown in Fig.3.5. This figure demon-
strates that the motor can follow the speed without any steady-state error in both
the constant torque and constant power regions. In the constant torque region, iqr" is
almost constant and i[ is nearly zero but in the constant power region, it de-
creases with the increase of speed and i.( becomes more negative to demagnetize
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Fig.3.3 Flow cb.art of the software for real-time implementation of the proposed
flux.weakening control algorithm ofIPMSM drive.
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Fig.3.4. Experimenr.al torque--current relation for both flux weakening control (FWC)
and i.rOcontrol techniques at a speed of 100 radlscc.
the field flux. Above the base speed. iq" decreases with increase of speed. This
means that the torque decreases with the increase of speed in order to maintain lhe
constant power. Figs. 3.6(a) and (b) show the experimental speed responses for a
step change of speed for i,f""O and the flux-weakening control (FWC) techniques,
respectively. It is shown that for the FWC technique the motor reaches the steady-
state speed earlier without any oscillation. Figs. 3.7(a) and (b) show the experi-
mental speed response for a sudden change of load for id-o and the flux weakening
control techniques, respectively in the constant power region. It is observed that the
FWC technique is relatively insensitive for sudden changes of load over a wide
speed range. While for i.l=O control there is a significant drop in speed and the ac-
Nal motor speed cannot follow the command speed smoothly. In experiment it has
been observed that for i<I"'O control above the base speed. the experimental motor
was vibrating even at steady state condition. This is shown by the spikes in
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Fig. 3.5, Simulated transient responses of the drive for step change of speed at rated
load using the flux weakening control technique: (a) speed, (b) q-axis command cur~
rent and (e) d-axis command current.
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Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.7(a). But in the case of the flux weakening control technique. the
motor was running smoothly even after some disturbances in the constant power
region. The almost negligible spikes in Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.7(b) show these smooth
operations. Therefore, it is found that the proposed FWC technique is more robust
as compared to the conventional ~-() controL technique over a wide speed range.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
The complete drive system has been implemented successfully for the labora-
tory I hp motor incorporating the flux weakening operation. The performances of
the drive systcm have been investigated for both idc() and the flux-weakening con-
tral techniques by computer simulation and experimental results. The simulation
bas been carried out using the Matlab Simulink software; {7S]. From the results it is
shown that the drive system for the flux-weakening control technique is more r0-
bust than the conventional ~-o control technique in the case of a sudden change of
speed or load disturbances over a wide speed range. Moreover, for the i.s-O control
technique, the maximum attainable speed is limited. In the case of the flux-
weakening control., the operating speed range of the drive has been increased sig-
nificantlyas the motor was running smoothly up to 400 radJscc.
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Chapter 4
Fuzzy Logic Based Speed Controller
In a FLC. the system control parameters are adjusted by a fuzzy rule based
system. which is a logical model of the buman behavior for process control. Pres-
ently, fuzzy logic is being used for many engineering applications such as image
processing, pattern recognition. load forecasting, power scheduling and cost esti-
mation in power systems., power electronic equipment coDtrols and also for mOlor
control to be used in HPD systems. The advantages ofFLCs over the conventional
fixed gain PI. PID and some adaptive controllers such as MRAe. SMC, etc. are;
(1) The design ofFLC does not need the exact mathematical model aCthe system.
This is a great advantage in motor drive applications where the motor and lhe
load dynamics are dcscnOcd by nonlinear and/or unknown differential equa-
tions..
(2) The FLC is better than me conventiooaJ. controllers in terms of insensitivity to
parameter and load variations, response time, settling rime and robustness.
(3) It can handle nonlinear functions of arbitrary complexity.
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(4) It is based on the linguistic control rules (LCRs) which are also the basis of
human logic.
In mOlor drive applications. the FLC is mainly used as a speed controller. The
speed is a linguistic variable if its values are high, low, medium. etc. As the fuzzy
logic controller is based 00 linguistic variables and fuzzy rules. the conttol system
is easily understandable even to non-expert users. Therefore, the fuzzy logic con·
troller is a new approach to make the process control automotive.
4.1 Fundamentals of Fuzzy Logic Related to Control
Applications
Fuzzy logic controllers are based on fuzzy set and fuzzy logic theory intro·
duced by Zadeh [56}. The fuzzy set (subset) A on the universe (set) X is defined by
a membership function, ~.... from X to the real inlerval [0.11, which associates a
number IJ.,o,(x)e[O.IJ to each element x of universe X. The membership function
~...(x) represents the pe of the membership function of x to A. i.e~ a subjective
value for the degree of A-ness ofx.. The equation ~,o,(x)-O.5 means x bas A-ness of
about 50%. A fuzzy SingletOD S(xo) '" J1(x)l,.., is a fuzzy set that supports only one
element Xo. Therefore, the fuzzy set is a union of fuzzy singletons of its constitu-
ents. In the fuzzy set theory. the boundaries of the fuzzy sets can be vague and am-
biguous. just to make il useful for approximate systems. Fuzzy sets are represented
graphically by means of their membership functions.
There are numerous choices for the membership functions. FigA.1 shows some
possible choices of membership functions for a fuzzy set associaled with the tin-
guistic value ZE (zero) in the universeX-[-I, t]. From FigA.l it is shown that the
number 0 fully belongs to the fuzzy sets while the numbers -1 and +l do not
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Fig.4.t. Membership functions of linguistic value zero: Ca> lJiangulac. (b) Gaussian
function, (e) trapezoidal and (d) singleton
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belong to the fuzzy sets at all The choice of fuzzy logic membership functions de-
pends on the designer's preference and/or experience. In fuzzy logic th~ are not
onJy the standard membership functions but also the designer can generate hislber
own membership functions. Fuzzy logic implemenlS human experiences and pref.
erence via membership functions and fuzzy rules. The complete process of formu-
lating the mapping from a given input to an output using fuzzy logic is known as
fuzzy inference. There are two types of fuzzy inference methods: the Mamdani type
and the Sugeno type. The difference between the two methods is only in the way
the output is defined. In control applications, Mamdani type fuzzy inference is the
most commonly used method. In the Mamdani method the output is defined by the
cencroid of a two-dimensiooal function.. Fuzzy inference is mainly based on three
componenlS which are: (I) fuz:zification, (2) fuzzy inference engine (rule base) and,
(3) defuzzification.. These are descn"bed briefly in following sub-sections.
4.1.1 Fuzzification
The first step of fuzzy inference is to take inpulS and detennlne the degree to
which they belong to each of the appropriate fuzzy se:lS via membership functions.
The process ofconverting a numerical variable (real or crisp value) into a linguistic
variable (fuzzy value) is called fuzzifieation.. In the FtC, the input is a numerical
value limited to the universe of the input variable and the output is fuzzy degree of
membership in the qualifying linguistic set (between 0 and 1 inclusive). Mathe-
matically, the fuzzification of an input can be obtained using a singleton fuzzifier
according to the equations of pre-selected membership functions of various fuzzy
selS of that input.
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(4.2)
4.1.2 Fuzzy inference engine (RuJe base)
In a fuzzy logic controller, the fuzzy inference engine is composed of a set of
cooditional statements like "if-then" control rules to obtain the results of aU appli-
cable rules, where both the antecedent (if...) and !he consequent (then•..) parts are
expressed in linguistic fonn. It computes the fuzzy value of the oUlput using a
composition of two fuzzy inputs lhrough a fuzzy rule base matrix. The fuzzy infer-
ence engine, Le., the rule evaluation, iocludes two processes: first the application of
the fuzzy operator (AND or OR) in the antecedent and then implication from the
antecedent to the consequent. A typical rule can be written as foUows:
RulcR.,:lftw>isAtandl!..cisDttheniisCIr. (4.1)
where speed error tl.co and change of speed error tl.e are the input linguistic vari-
ables, current i is the oUlput linguistic variable; and Ak> Dk> and Cir. are the labels of
linguistic variables 1.\0), l!..c and i, respectively. If the antecedent is true to some de-
gree or membership, the consequent is also true to that same degree. The fuzzy op-
erators used for fuzzy rules are AND (1"\), OR (u) and NOT () which can be de-
fined. as follows:
a) AND means classical intersection: j.l.N"\8'" min{j.l.A(X), J.ls(xH
b) OR means classical union: J.lAv8'" max {J.lA(X), J.la(X)}
c) NOT means classical complement: jill. - I- J.lA(X).
Therefore, according to rule~ J.lcIr.(x)=minU.a.u(x), J.lat<x». The fuzzy rules can be
derived. by using the roHowing approaches:
a) from expert experience and control engineering knowledge
b} from the behavior of human operators
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c) from a fuzzy model ofa process
d) from a learning process.
With respect to fuzzy control, Mamdani implication is the most imporwu implica-
tion known in the literature (83]. The graphical representation of Mamdani impli.
cation in order to interpret the meaning of a rule is shown in Fig.4.2. This figure
shows the firing of a rule "if 6ID is P$ (positive small) the output 'i' is NS (negative
small)". In this figure, 66>0 is the crisp input and the deep solid lines in the output
membership function J.1N${i) indicales the modified (clipped) membetsh.ip function
lJo6(i). Thus according 10 Mamdani implication..
(4.3)
The process described by this equation is called rule firing. The inference engine or
rule firing as described above can be of two basic typeS such as: (I) composition
based and (2) rule based inferences. The basic differences between them are de-
scribed below.
(1) Composition based inferences: In this inference, the fuzzy relations representing
the meaning ofeach rule are aggregated into one fuzzy relation describing
Fig.4.2 The graphical representation of the firing ofa rule using Mamdani implication method.
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the meaning oCthe overall set of rules. Then, inferalce or firing with this fuzzy
relation is performed via the openuion composition between the fuzzified crisp
input and the fuzzy relation representing the meaning of the overall set of
rules. As a result of the composition one obtains the fuzzy set describing the
fuzzy value oCthe overall control output.
(2) Individual rule based inference: In this inference, first each single rule is fired.
This firing can simply be described as: (a) computing the degree of match be-
tween the crisp input and the fuzzy selli descnDing the meaning of the rule-
antecedent and (b) clippiog the fuzzy set describing the meaning of the rule-
consequent to which the rule·antecedent bas been matched by the crisp input.
Finally, the clipped values for the control output of each rule are aggregated.
thus forming the value of the overall control output.
Usually. the individual rule based inference is preferred since it is computationally
very efficient and saves a lot of memory. [n this thesis, the individual rule based
inference is used. However, the composition based inference is equivalent to the
individual rule based inference in the case of Mamdani-type implication used to
represent the meaning of the individual rules. [n the case of individual rule based
inference, the overall control output which is a combined fuzzy set from. a set of
rules can be mathematically expressed in [83) as
",ri:i) - maxUta....rc:lii)•...• fJCU(fI1Ci» (4.4)
where /-IClJO<1 (lc-1,2•...•n) is the clipped value of the control output 'i' in the case of
individual (kth) rule based inference.
1..lcL1(kj{O a min(min(j.lA(k)(.1ro '>. "'B<kl (de"», ).lc(l<}(i» (4.5)
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where IJ.ACtiAco") is the degree of member.>hip of the crisp input 6ID" in fuzzy set
IJ.AOOo f.laO<J{M") is the degree ofmembetsbip of the crisp input M· in fuzzy set
JJ.aoo. and /-lC:(tii) is the degree of membership of the output 'j' in fuzzy set 1JQJ<}o
4.1.3 Defuzzification:
Defuzzification is the finaJ process of fuzzy inference in getting the control
output. The input for the defuzzification process is a fuzzy set (combined output of
each rule) and the output is a single number, which is noo-fuzzy i.e., a crisp vaJue.
Various defuzzificatioo methods such as center of gravity (COO), center of sums,
center of largest area, first of maxima, middle of maxima, etc. are available. The
center of gravity/area defuzzificatioo metbod is used in this work.. In the center of
gravity method. there are various kinds of mathematical forms but for oo-tine im-
plementation of the [PMSM drive in order to reduce the computationaJ burden the
following mathematical fonn is used (84J
. ~Aj·lJ.c,(i).centl
,- fA;
;.<
(4.6)
Here, A; is the area., Cent"; is the centroid ofthejth output set Cj, NO is the number
of output fuzzy sets. J.l.c
l
(i) is the fuzzy value which scales the output set q..
A schematic diagram of a typical FLC which is based 00 the above mentioned
procedure, is shown in Fig.4.3. The graphicaJ representation of the complete fuzzy
inference using two rules is shown in Fig. 4.4 where Aco· and de· are two crisp in-
puts and 'i' is the output. It is shown that rule I has no dependency on input 2 but
the rule 2 depends 00 both the inputs.
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Fig.4.3. Block diagram of a general closed loop control using FLC.
4.2 Fuzzy Logic ControUer for IPMSM Drive
In case or an IPMSM, the permanent magnets are buried within the rotor core
that provides a smooth rotor surface and reduced air gap between the stalor and the
rotor. As a result, this type or motor can be used for high speed with"benerdynamic
perfonnances. In the case of the [PMSM, the q.axis inductance l...q is greater than
the d·axis inductance L... and as sucb there exists some reluctaDCe torque as given
in Eqn.(2-26) wbicb provides some advantages both on application and cost. How-
ever, the operation of the lPMSM drive is strongly affected by rotor magnetic sali-
ency, core saturation and armarure reaction effects due to the d·axis stator current i.l
[71]. Particularly, the saturation of the rotor iron portion around the magnets pro·
duces significant distortion of the air gap flux and affects the reaclance parameters.
These nonlinearities
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Fig. 4.4. Graphical representation of me complete fuzzy inference.
affect me performance of me drive at different dynamic operating conditions.
Therefore. me optimal speed control of an IPMSM for high performance industrial
drives demands special attention. In order [0 overcome the above mentioned diffi-
culties of controlling me IPMSM to be used in a high performance drive system,
the artificial intelligence controllers which can bandJc any nonlinear functions of
arbitrary complexity. Some convenient features of using FLC in case of the
IPMSM drive in high performance applications are given below:
'0'
(a) System model: As the fuzzy logic does not need any information of the exact
system mathematical model and it can handle nonlinearity of any kind, the FtC
is one of the best approaches in controlling an IPM motor drive where it is dif-
ficult [0 develop an exact system mathematical model.
(b) Adaptability: As the fuzzy logic is setf·adaptive. lhe FLC is an excellent tool
for optimum control of the rPMSM drive in rea}·rime where the reactance pa-
rameters change wilh operating conditions. resistance may change with tern·
perature, inertia may change with mechanical load variatioD. and the command
speed may change with demand.. Therefore, the fuzzy logic controller can be
used as a robust controller for the IPMSM drive. As fuzzy logic is also based on
linguistic conttol rules and variables, it can be used for an rPMSM drive in or·
der to make the control task simple for nonlinear systems.
(c) COSI: The fuzzy logic controller needs to be implemented in real-time using
high speed digital signal processors. Thus. the COSi may be high. But when one
needs a robust controller for high performance drive applications where the
quality of the performance rather than the cost is the main concern, then the
fuzzy logic controller could be justified. The application of other types of intel-
ligent controllers also needs digital signal processors to operate in real-time.
Moreover. all other adaptive control schemes for HPD applications need expen-
sive and sophisticated hardware. Thus, lhe use of fuzzy logic for IPMSM drives
will be coSi competitive considering the performance requirements.
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4.3 Concluding Remarks
The fundamental ideas of fuzzy logic relating to motor control applications
have been presented in litis chapter. The mathematical equations and graph..icaI rep-
resentations describing the various component of fuzzy inference iUch as fuzzifica-
lion, fuzzy inference engine and defuzzification have also been presented in this
chapter. A specific fuzzy logic controller is proposed for the interior pennanent
magnet motor drive as a robust speed controller in order to overcome the problems
caused by real-time motor parameter variations. load changes and system distur-
bances. Before going to implementation in rea.I·time. it is a usual practice to predict
the performance of the drive in simulation.. Tben:fore,. the simulation of a vector
controlled. IPMSM drive incorporating the fuzzy logic controller is given in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Fuzzy Logic Based Vector Control of
an Interior Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor Drive
Recently, the permanent magnet synchronous motor has become popular as
comparcd to other types of ac motors due 10 some of its advantageous features
including high lOrque to current ratio, high power to weight ratio, high efficiency,
low noise and robustness [4J. A5 mentioned in the literature review, the
development of the permanent magnet synchIOnous motor is also related to the
recent advancements of high energy permanent magnet materials, particularly
neodymium-boron-iron (Nd-B-Fe) and digital signal processors with buill-in
interface provisions. The development of these microelectronic devices, smart
power electronic converters and intelligent control algorithms offer excellent
opportunity to use the IPMSM in HPD applications such as robotics, rolling mills,
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air compressors., air conditioDO'S, spindle drives and machine: tools. The main
criteria of HPD systems are fast and accurate speed response, quick: recovery of
speed from any disturbances such as load impact, step change of speed and
insensitivity to parameter variations, mechanical system noise, etc. These features
are important to prevent the motor driven electrical equipment from
malfunctioning. However, because of some inherent difficulties of the [PMSM
caused by magnetic saturation and annature reaction, it is very difficult to controL
the motor precisely in HPD applications. Thus, one needs to pay special attention to
the speed control ofIPMSM for HPD systems.
The conventional fixed gain PI and the PID controllers have been used as
robust controllers due to their simplicity and easy implemenwion. However, these
controllers are very sensitive to parameter variations, load changes and system
disturbances, etc. [83]. In order to overcome some of these problems various
adaptive control techniques such as MRAC, VSC, STR and SMC are utilized in
modcm control systems. However, the real-time implementations of these adaptive
schemes are very difficult and almost all the adaptive controllcrs suffer from
chattering, overreaching and steady.slate error. Moreovcr, the designs of all the
above mentioned controllers need an exact system mathematical model [47]. The
traditional quantitative techniques of system modeling have significant limitations.
It is often difficult to develop a mathematical model which descnbes the behavior
of a nonlinear system like IPMSM. Due to unpredictable dynamics, mutual
intcnctions and other unknown phenomena the exact mathematical model of the
system. may not be developed at all. Therefore, an intelligent speed controller is
essential for the IPMSM to be used in HPD systems. In ordcr 10 obtain more
flexible and more effective capability of handling and processing the uncenaintics
of a complicated and ill-defined nonlinear system like IPMSM, Zadeh [56]
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proposed a linguistic approach which introduced the fuzzy set and fuzzy logic
theory. The FLC is developed using the fuzzy logic theory. The use of the FLC
makes the control systems more robust and automatic.
This chapter contains a novel speed control scheme of IPMSM incorporaling a
fuzzy logic based speed controller. Based on the motor dynamics and nonlinear
load characteristics a new specific fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is developed for the
IPMSM. rn the vector control scheme, the FLC is used in the outer loop as an
optimum speed controller and the cw:rent controller is used in the inner loop. The
current controller and the voltage souree inverter are selected based on the
performance analysis of various current controllers for the IPMSM drive in chapter
2. Systematic simulation has been done in order to predict the performances of the
drive using the FLC under different dynamic operating conditions. Finally, the
simulation results have been presented and discussed..
5.1 Mathematical Model of IPMSM for FLC
As mentioned in chapter 4, a FLC does not need information about the exact
mathematical model of the motor. However, in order to get the specific idea of
input and output linguistic variables of the FLC in a more defined and systematic
way it is preferred to model the dynamics of IPMSM. As discussed in chapter 2, in
the vector control scheme the stator quantities are to be toansformed in the
synchronously rotating rotor reference frame in order to make them constanL An
IPMSM can be represented mathematically in the synchronously rolating rotor
reference frame with assumed sinusoidal stator excitation as [74)
(5.1)
llO
(S.2)
(5.3)
The electromagnetic developed torque is given by,
The mOlor dynamics can be represented by the foUowing equation:
T.-J",~+8mCl)r+TL
(5.4)
(S.S)
where T. is the developed electric torque, TL is the load torque, Bm is the rotor
damping coefficient and 1m is the inertia constant. All the other symbols are defined
in chapter 2 and the numerical values of the motor parameters are given in
Appendix: A. The complexity of the control arises due to the nonlinear nature of the
torque equation (S.4) with ~r and iqr. In the vector control technique. in order to
make the control task easier the d·aJCis current il is set to ZCfO. Then the torque
equation (S.4) becomes linear with iq' and the d-axis flux l.inkage depends only on
the rotor permanent magnets. Now equations (5.1)-(5.5) can be simplified as,
(S.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
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wher-e KT-T..-r. Equation (5.9) resembles the torque equation of asepantcly
excited de motor where ~' corresponds to the annature currcot of a de motor. As
the FLC can handle any nonlinearity, one can consider the load as nonlinear
tmknown mechanical characteristics. Thus, the load torque can be modeled by
using the following equation [47J,
TL-Am,2+ Bro,+C (5.10)
From Eqn. (5.9) one can see that a precise torque control can be obtained by
controlling the q-axis current iq'. In order to make the control task: easier, the
equations ofan IPMSM can be expressed as a single input and single output system
by combining Eqns. (5.8}{5.l 0) in continuous time domain form as,
J", ~' -Ii::Ti~ -(B", +Bp, -Am: -C (5.11)
A small incremental change 6.i.q' of the current~' results ~ a corresponding change
tl.ro, of the speed ro,. Then Eqn.(5.11) can be rewritten as,
By replacing all the continuous quantities ofEqn.(5.12) by their finite differences
the discrete-time small signal model of the simplified IPMSM with nonlinear load
can be given as,
tI.i~(n):: -1m 6c(n)+(Bm+B}llmr(n)+A{&.:lr(n)}2 (5.l3)
ktTS
Therefore,i~{n) .. ~~(n)::f(tl.e(n),dlil,(n» (5.14)
where tl.e(n) - tl.ro,(n) • tl.ro,(o-I) is the change of speed error, tl.ro,(n) - ro,"co) -
ro,(n) is the present sample of speed error, t!.cJ),(n-l) is the past sample of speed
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error, iD,.(O) is the present sample of actual speed, mr'(n) is the present sample of
command speed, TI is the sampling time interval and f is the nolllioear function.
The purpose of using the FLC is to map the nonlinear functional relationship
between the q-axis current iq' and the speed m•.
5.1.1 Problem specific fuzzy logic controUer (FLC)
In order to design a FLC one of the most imponant tasks is to determine the
input and output linguistic variables. The model ofthe IPMSM expressed by(S.14)
defines the input and output linguistic variables of FLC for the IPMSM drive.
According to (5.14) the inputs of the proposed FLC are the present sample ofspeed
error 6ID,.(n) and the change of speed error de(n) which is the difference between
present and past sample of speed errors. Thus, the input vectors of the FtC are
t.c.>,.(o) and de(O) and the output vector is the q-axis command current i......(n). The
main goal of the control system is to track the command speeds by providing the
appropriate torque producing current component iq'depending upon the operating
conditions. In reaJ.tim.e, the rotor position information and the output of the FLC
which is considered as the command q-axis current it, are used to get the
command phase currents il ', il>' and ie' by using inverse Park's transformation (74].
The command phase currents are compared with the actual motor CWTel1t in •
hysteresis current controller, wbich provides the necessary driving pulses for the
inverter. The complete control scheme for the FLC based IPMSM drive is shown in
Fig.5.1. As the input, output linguistic variables are selected, the next step is to
choose the scaling factors Kc., K., and lCj for fuzzification and to obtain the actual
output of the command current. These scaling factors playa vital role for the FLC.
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The factors K. and ICc are so cOOsen that the normalized values of speed error and
the c~ge of speed error 66)a and Ae,., respectively, remain within the limit ± 1.
Factor Ko is so coosen that one can get the rated current for rated conditions. In this
wode, the factors arc taken as K.,,""(I);(command speed), K.""20 and Ko -10 in order
to get the optimum drive performance based on simulation results. The next step is
10 choose the membership function of Acilm, "'e", and iqn', which fonn the important
task oCthe FLC. The membership functions used for the input and output fuzzy sees
are shown in Fig.52. The trapezoidal functions are used as membership functions
for all the fuzzy sets except the fuzzy set ZE (zero) of the input vectors. The
triangular membership functions are used for the fuzzy set ZE of the input vectors
and all the fuzzy sets of the output vector. The trapezoidal and the triangular
functions are used to reduce the computation keeping in mind that the proposed
method is to be implemented in real-time. The rules used for the proposed FLC
algorithm are as foUows;
i) if droll is PH (positive high), ~. is PH (positive high).
ii) if &>" is PL (positive low), i.,,' is PM (positive medium).
iii) if &D. is ZE (zero) and 6e is PS (positive small), iq.,' is PL·(positive low).
iv) if 66)" is ZE (zero) and de is NE (negative), iq,." is NC (no change).
v) if .o.a... is ZE (zero) and.o.e is ZE (zero), i.,,' is NC (no change).
vi) if6(1). is NL (negative low), iq.,' is NL (negative low).
vii) if 60)" is NH (negative high), iq.,' is NH (negative high).
Based on the above rules the fuzzy rule base matrix is given in Table 5.1. As
mentioned in chapter 4, Mamdani type fuzzy inference is used in this work [83].
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'cxrx:J0.5 Ca)0.0
-l-O.8-0.6-O.4_0.2 0.0 0.2 0.40.60.81
'I~l0.5 (b)0.0
-1.0.8-0.6.0.4-0.20.00.2 0.40.60.8 1
Fig.5.2 Fuzzy logic membership functions: (a) speed error 6com; (b) change of
speed error fie,,; (c) current iq"r(n).
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The values of the constants, membership functions, fuzzy sets for the input ourput
variables and the roles used in Uris paper ace selected by trial and error to obtain the
optimum drive perfotmaDce. In this work, the center of gravity method is used for
defuzzification.
Table 5.1: Fuzzy rule base matrix
....
6e" NHNLZEPLPH
NO
ZE
PS
5.2 Current ControUer and Voltage Source Inverter
The perfonnances of various current controllers have been investigated both
experimentally and in simulations in chapter 2. The investigation has shown that
the hysteresis cunent controller gives better perfonnances over the entire speed
range considering the fast transient response and steady-state performance of the
IPMSM drive if the inverter is made of fast switching devices like IGBTs.
Therefore, the hysteresis current controller bas been used in Uris proposed vector
control technique of the IPMSM drive incorporating the fuzzy logic based speed
controller. For real-time implementation an IGBT voltage source inverter and its
base drive circuit have been made in the laboratory. The details of the IGBT
inverter and the base drive circuit for the inverter switches ace given in Appendix
C. The details of the current control technique for the voltage source inverter and
the principle of the hysteresis current controller have been presented. in chapter 2.
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S.J Simulation Results and Discussions
An extensive simulation has been done in order to predict the performance of
the proposed fuzzy logic based rPMSM drive. The simulation has been carried out
using the Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [85]. Some simulation results have been
presented here. The laboratory experimental 1 hp, 4-pole motor is fed by a current-
controlled VSI with 2 N-m as full load. The capability of the motor to run at
different loading conditions is one of the main criteria of the control system. The
speed response, lhe corresponding command phase current. the command q-axis
current and the actual steady-state 'a' phase current are shown in Figs. 5.3(a}{d).
respectively at no load and rated speed conditions. The results show that the drive
foUows the command speed very quicldy without any overshoot and nearly zero
steady-state error. The command q-axis CtuTefll, which also represents the
command torque, is smooth and constant at the steady-state condition. It is also
shown that the actual motor current can follow the command CWTeot accurately.
Figs. S.4{a)-(d) show the responses including sp~, actual phase current ii, q.axis
command current and steady-state phase currents i. and it>. respectively at half load
and rated speed conditions. This time also the drive foUows the command speed
without any overshoot or steady-state error. The command q-axis current and hence:
the command torque is almost smooth at steady-state and also the actual CWTent is
almost sinusoidaL The similar responses of the drive at full load and rated speed
conditions are shown in Figs. S.S(a)-{d). It is shown that the drive can also follow
the command speed smoothly without any overshoot and steady state error.
Therefore, the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive can foUow the command rated
speed at various loading conditions.
The step response of command speed is applied to evaluate the perfonnance of
the IPMSM drive system in its response time. overshoot, transient or steady state
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Fig. 5.4. Simulated teSpOtulCS of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive: (a) speed,
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Fig. 5.5. Simulated responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive: <a> speed,
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cum:nts i•• it. at full load and rated speed conditions.
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and command phase currents i. and i;. respectively, at a step change of speed and
full load conditions.
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Fig. 5.12. Simulated responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive: Ca) speed,
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Fig. 5.13. Simulated responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive: (a) speed
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erro~ and stability. In high performance drive applications, it is also essential 10
change the command speed with situational demand. The response of the drive
including speed, 'a' phase actual current, q-axis command current and steady-state
actual three phase currents arc shown in Figs. 5.6(aHd), respectively for step
change of command speeds at half load condition. The results show that the drive
can foUow the command speed withoul overshoot and steady-state error during a
step increase of speed. (100 radlsec.-+188.5 radJsec.), but there is a small
undershoot (_10 radlsec.) during step decrease of speed (188.5 radJsec.-+lOO
radlsec.). The similar responses of the drive at the full load condition are shown in
Figs. 5.7(a)-(d). The results sbow that the proposed drive can follow the command
speed even after a step change ofcommand speed at different loading conditions.
The ability to withstand disturbances is another important feature of the
proposed FLC based control system. The change of load is a typical external
disturbance and also for a high perfomance drive, the load change is a very
common situation. The speed and the correspooding actual a-phase currenl of the
motor, q-axis command current and steady-state actuaJ a-phase current responses
for the proposed drive are shown in Figs. 5.8(aHd). respectively for a sudden
increase of load al the raled speed. The motor is started with half load and at
t-O.3second the load is suddenly increased to full load. It i.li shown that the
proposed FLC based IPMSM drive is almost insensitive to this step increase of
load.. The current re5pODSe is almost sinusoidal and it foUows the command cutrenL
The ability to withstand the motor parameter variations is another importanl
criterion of the control system, particularly for the IPMSM drive where the motor
parameters are affected by saturation and temperature effects. The change of stator
resistance with temperature is a common phenomenon of the machine. The speed
and the corresponding actuaJ phase current responses are s~wn in Figs. 5.9(a) and
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(b), respectively, where stalor resistance is increased by two fold, under no load and
rated speed conditions. The similar responses for full load condition are shown in
Figs. 5.IO(a) and (b). In both cases it is shown that the drive can follow the
command speed even after a change of armature resistance at different loading
conditions. The inertia of the motor may change at different loading conditions so it
is imponant to investigate the starting performance of the drive with increased
inertia. Figs. 5.II(a) and (b) show the speed and the corresponding actual 'a' phase
current responses. respectively with doubled rotor inertia and no load conditions.
The similar responses at full load condition are shown in Figs. 5.12(a) and (b). The
results show that the drive foUows the nlted command speed smoothly even with
doubled rotor inertia. Because ofincreased inertia the time to reach the steady-state
is slightly greater (by 0.12sec.). Among the various motor parameters the q-axis
inductance parameters Lq is another important parameter as it varies significantly
with the magnetic saturation. As direct axis inductance parameter I...I is assumed
constant, the effect of variation of I...I is not investigated [73]. The speed and the
corresponding actual 'a' phase current responses are shown in Figs. 13(a) and (b),
respectively for the proposed FLC based drive system, where Lq is reduced by 25%
under no load and rated speed conditions. The similar responses at the full load
condition are shown in Figs. 14(a) and (b). It is shown that the proposed FLC based
drive is capable ofhand1ing the variation of inductance parameters at both no toad
and full load conditions.
The responses of the IPMSM control system at a low speed condition also
needs to be investigated in order to predict the performance of the drive for a wide
speed range. The speed response and the corresponding actual a-phase ctuTent, q-
axis command current and steady-state actual three~phase currents are shown in
Figs. 5.15(a)-(d), respectively at a low speed of 50 radJsec. and at rated load
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conditions. The speed response sbows that the drive can also follow the low
command speed very quicldy and smoothly without overshoot and no steady-state
error. The current responses are sinusoidal and balanced. Thus, it is found that the
perfonnance of the proposed drive at a low speed condition is also satisfactory.
5.4. Concluding Remarks
A novel complete vector control scheme of the IPMSM drive incorporating
the proposed FLC has been presented in this chapter. The simulation results sbow
encouraging performances of the proposed drive. The FLC can adjust itself with
different operating conditions such as load change, parameter variations and step
change of command speed. Therefore, the FLC can be a good. substitute for the
conventional fixed gain PI or PID controllers. It is found that if the number of rules
increases, bener performance can be attained., but the computational burden will
also be increased. This is a majoc limitation for real-time implementation. In order
to compromise between the performance and the computational burden only seven
rules have been used in the design of the FLC for the IPMSM drive in this work..
The simulation results validate the robustness of the FLC in an IPMSM drive. In
order to confirm the efficacy of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive, the
implementation of the complete vector control scheme of the drive is carried out in
reaI·time as an integrated part of this work. The detailed experimental
implementation procedures are described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Implementation of the
FLC Based Vector Control of IPMSM
As mentioned in the literature review the application oCthe FLC has been rae·
ing some disadvantages during both hardware and software implementations due to
its high computational burden [72]. Thus. real-time implemenwion of the FLC for
the motor drives bas become an eugineering chaUeoge for the control engineers.
Particularly. the real-time application of the FLC for interior permanent magnet
.synchronous motor (IPMSM) which suffers from inherent magnetic satunltiOD and
armature reaction bas not yet been reponed. As an integral part of this thesis, the
experimental implementation of the complete fPM$M drive incorporating the FLC
is presented in this chapter. The proposed real-time implementation technique
overcomes the high computational burden of the controller and gives better results
than those of the conventional PI controller. In this work, the fuzzy logic calcula-
tion is on-line. Therefore, no lOOk-Up table is used. The complete vector control
IJ5
scbeme of IPMSM incorporating the FLC is successfully implemeneed in real-time
using OSP controller board OS 1102 on a prototype l bp interior type motor. The
detailed implementation through boch bardware and software programming arc de-
scribed in this cbapter. In order to validate the efficacy of the FLC. various expcri.
mental results of the drive for the proposed implementation technique canied Ollt at
different dynamic operating conditions are also presented and discussed.
6.1 Description of the Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used for the real-time implementation of che pro-
posed FLC based IPMSM drive is shown in Fig.6.1. The test interior type pcnna-
nent magnet synchronous motor is labeled as 'M'. The test motor is coupled Co a
dynamometer using a belt. The dynamometer is labeled as '0' and it works as a me-
chanicalload to che motor. The rotor position of the eest motor is measured by an
optical incremental encoder which is labeled as 'E'. The encoder is directly mounted
to che roeor shaft using a flexibLe coupler. The actual motor currents are measured
through HalI-effcct current transducers. These transducers arc labeled as 'H'. These
current sensors have a good linear response over a wide range of frequencies «().20
1d:Iz) and cunc:nts (0-30A). A base drive circuit is used CO increase the power level
of the firing pulses so that these are sufficient to drive the invcner switches. The
base drive circuit also provides isolation between the low power control and the
high power supply circuits. In Fig.6.1 the base drive circuit is labeled as 'B'. The
power circuits consist of a 3.phase (~pulse) insulated gate bipolar transistor
(IGBn inverter, variable ac power supply and a rectifier. The 3-phase inverter
module is labeled as 'r. The dc bus voltage for the voltage source inverter (VSI) is
obtained by rectifying the ac voltage. The variable ac power supply module is
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Fig. 6.1 Experimental set up for the proposed IPMSM drive. The labeled compo-
nenlS are referred 10 in Section 6.1.
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labeled as 'P' and the ~tifier is labeled as 'R'. In order for doing safe operntion of
the inverter the variable supply is used. The personal computer, in which the 05P
board 051102 is installed, is labeled as 'PC. A digiral storage oscilloscope is used
to capture the desired signals coming out through DlA port of the OSP board. The
oscilloscope is labeled as '0'.
6.2 DSP-Based Hardware Implementation of the
Drive
As mentioned earlier, the control algorithm of the complete fPMSM drive
using FLC is implemented in real-time using digital-signal-processor (DSP) board
OS 1102 [78J. The hardware schematic for real-time implementation of the pro-
posed [PMSM drive is shown in Fig.6.2. The OSP board is installed in a penonal
computer (PC) with uninterruPled communication capabilities through dual-port
memory. The OSP board is supplied with a software development system which is
also installed in the PC. Therefore. the PC monitor can be used to edit and down
load the software programs and also to change the command speeds and index
pulses from the k.eyboard. The block. diagram ortbe OSP board is shown in Fig.6.3.
The OS1102 board is based on Texas Instrument fro TMS32OC31 32 bit floating
point digital signal processor. The DSP boani has been supplemented by a scI of
on-board peripherals used in digital control systems, such as analog to digital
(AID), digiraJ. 10 analog (D/A) converters and incremental encoder interfaces. The
OSII02 board has one 4-channel (2, l6-bit and 2, 12-bit) NO and one 4-channel
(ofeach 12-bit) O/A converter and two 16-bit incremental encoder subsystems. The
OS 1102 is also equipped with a Texas Instnunents TMS320PI4 t6-bit micro-
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Fig. 6.2. Hardware schematic for cxperimental implementation oftbc IPMSM drive.
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Fig. 6.3 Block: diagram oftbc 0$·1102 board-
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controller DSP that acts as a slave processor and provides the necessary digital in·
put/output (110) ports and powerful timer functions such as input caplUt'e, output
caplUt'e and PWM waveform genCTaIion. In this work. the slave processor is used
only for digital YO confi~on. The actual motor currents arc: measured by the
Hall effect sensors, which have good frequcocy response and arc: fed to lhe DSP
board through the AID converter. As the motor neutral is not grounded, only [wo
phase currents are fed back and the olher pbase current is calculated from them.
The rotor position angle is measured by an absolute incremental encoder mounted
at the ralor shaft and fed to the DSP board through the encoder interface. The en·
coder generates 4096 pulses per revolution, wltich are fed to the incremental en-
coder interface of the board. By using a built-in 4-fold pulse multiplication the out-
put of the encoder is increased 10 4x4096 pulses per revolution in order 10 get a
better resolution. A 24 bit position counter is used to counl !he encoder pulses and
is read by a calling function in the so~. The counter is reset once per revolu·
tion by the index pulse generated from !he encoder. The motor speed is computed
from the measured rotor position angles using numerical differentiation. In order to
implement the vector control algorithm. the hysteresis controller is used as the cur·
rent controller. The command currents are generated from !he speed controller. The
hystefeSis current controller compares the command currents with the correspond-
ing actualmowr currents and generates the logic signals, which act as firing pulses
for the inverter switchcs_ Thus, these six logic signals are the output of the DSP
board and ate fed to the base drive circuit of the insulated gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT) inverter power module. The control algorithms for the fuzzy logic based
speed controller and the hysteresis current controller is written in 'C' language and
implemented via the controller board. Therefore, lbe control system becomes a
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fully digital system. In addition to the routine for conlrol algorithms, the program
comprises several YO functions to access and initialize the peripherals of the DSP
board. The detailed software programming is discussed in the next section.
6.3 Software Development for Real-Time Implemen-
tation of the FLC Based IPMSM Drive
The conlrol algorithms for the complete FLC based drive system as shown in
Fig. 6.2 is implemented througll software modules for two different methods de-
scribed as follows [86]:
Method I: In this method the dSPACE real-rime interface (RTI) unit has been
used for the real-rime implementation ofthe proposed drive. The real-time simul.ink
graphics model is first developed and then the ANSI 'C' code is generated by the
rcaJ·time workshop (RTW). The real·time simulink graphics model for the FLC
based [PMSM drive is given in Appendix E. In this method, the real-time imple-
mentation is relatively easier and hence it was tried first. However, the obtained
sampling frequency (162 Hz) is very low due to the high computational burden.
With this low sampling frequency it was no! possible to run the motor with the
laboratory invetter even at low speed. (SOrad.1sec.) condition. This is considered a
major limitation for real·time implementation of Method L
Method IT; In this method a software program bas been written in bigh level 'C'
programming language for the FLC as well as the complete IPMSM drive. In
Method t, 'C' codes were generated from the real-rime Simulink model by the
processor. Hence, Method I need larger memory space and time for the processor
as compared to Method n. where 'c' codes were directly downloaded to the DSP
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Fig. 6.4. Flow chart of the software for real-time implementation of the proposed
FLC based IPMSM drive.
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board. Thus, Method 0 reduces the computation burden greatly and hence the high
sampling frequency of 5 kHz is obtained which has been fouod suitable for suc-
cessful real-time implementation of the FLC. The flow chan of the software for
real-time implementation of the complete drive is shown in Fig.6.4. In both the
methods the 'e codes arc compiled by the Texas Instruments 'e compiler first. and
then down loaded to the OSP board using loader program LD31 [87]. As Method·D
was successful, it will be the only method discussed in the rest of this chapter. The
detailed software implementation procedure for this method is described below.
6.3.1 Peripheral initialization
All the peripherals oftbe OSP board an:: to be initialized in order to access the
on-board peripherals. The controller board OS·II02 is supplied with severnl macro
functions. For example, the macro function called inilO initializes the O/A con·
verter subsystem of OS·II02 for output. Also, the OS-I 102 intetn1pt request bits
are reset and 16-bit AID converters arc calibrated. For reaI·time implementation it
Table 6.1: Peripheral initialization
void main!}
(
inie(); /·inie DAC mc:xte. ealibrate ACes */
init slave DSP digital i 00;
-,* initialize i'o-pOrts for output·'
·error_NO_ERROR;
,. initialize overload error flag */
dp__m[O].f_O.O;
,. iuit 1st dp-melll lce for flo.t *'
dp_melll(l].f_O.O;
,. init ::lEU:!. dp melll loe for float *,
dsllO::l inc clear cOl1Ilterll);
/. clear incr:- encoder counter */
start_isr_t:O (TS) ;
/* initialize sampling clock. timer */
while (·error__ NO_ERROR) ;
/* background process */
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is essential to initialize the programmable timers because they require a regular
sampling rate. The functions timerO() and timerlO can be used to initialize the
TMS320C31's on-ehip timer'S to generate the timer interrupts at a predefined sam·
pling rate as giyen in Table 6.l. The detailed initialization and sevcral YO functions
for AID converters and 16 bit YO ports are given in reference [78].
6.3.2 Interrupt service routine
After initializing all the required variables an inlerrupt service routine OSR) is
used to read the actual mOlor currents and rotor position angles every 200 J.L.SeC. The
actual steps are shown in Table 6.2. The constants K.. and ~ in Table 6.2 are used
to obtain the actual motor currents through AID channels 3 and 4. These constants
depend on the type of the Hall-effect sensors. The incremental gain (!NeG) is used
to get the actual rolor position depending on the incremental encoder. In this work,
the constants K., ~ and INeG are 11.49. 10.93 and 3216.99049, respectively. The
incmnental encoder interface on the OS 1102 board consists of a 24-bit upldown
counter to count the shaft encoder pulses (4096 per revolution) and expands the in·
put to 4x4096 increments (one increment corresponding to each pU;lse) per revolu-
tion as mentioned earlier. The actual electrical position of the rOlor can be calcu-
Jated as follows [78];
(6.1)
The index pulse genenued by the encoder is significant only at the startup. At the
time of statting as the index pulse is generated, the counter is reset to zero so that
the maximum rotor angle equals 2'1t. After a few seconds of starting the index pulse
is disabled by a special program (start.c) as given in Appendix-E. Then the motor
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Table 6.2: Interrupt service routine to read the motor cunents and rolor position.
d.l102 ad start();
i_a. i..-dsl102_ad()I;
i_b. K,,·dsl102_ad(4.} i
i_c. -(i_ll+i_bJ;
e•• INCC-dsl102_iIlC(1 or 21,
runs without the index pulse. Since 4096 increments correspond to an angle 21t. a
maximwn angle of
,"
-2lt_±4096-2lt
409.
(6.2)
is reached before the counter changes its value from FFFFFF Hexadecimal to O.
The rotor speed is calculated by differentiation from the present and past samples
of rolor positions. The q.axis command currenl is generated from the fuzzy logic
based speed controller. The inputs to lhe FLC are speed error and change of speed
error. The components of the FLC are fuzzifieation, fuzzy inference engine (rule
base) and defuzzification. The implementations of these components in real-time
using 'C language are presenled below {BS].
FuzzificatioD: The process of converting a nwnencal variable (crisp value)
inlo a linguistic variable (fuzzy value) is referred to as fuzzification. The nonnal-
ized values of the inputs 6,w, and Ae are passed to the fuzzification stage which
uses preselected membership functions to convert the crisp values of Arom (cvaluel)
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Table 6.3: 'C' codes for fuzzification.
foc (~r<NS; i++),
fvaJue{i]-0;
if(c:va.lue >-b_l(i)) &:&t(CV1lue <U(i)))
f\raIur[i]-(eonl\IC-bl(i]Y(tl[ij-bl(i));
,'"
(if(evatw:>-I_I(i])&:&t(~<-I_h[ij»
fva.lue[ij-I;
,'",
if(evaluc> t_h[ij)&:&t(evalue<-b_h[ij»
fvaluc[i] -(c:va.luel- b_blij)f(UI(ij-b_h[i]);
J
J
if(evlluc< ecnt(OJ)
f'value[Oj-l;
,'",
u(evaluc> ct:nl[NS-lj)
fvalue[NS-lj-l;
and 6en (cvalue2) to their corresponding fuzzy values. fvaluel and fva1ue2, respec-
tively. In this worle, the trapezoidal and triangul.a.r membcnhip functions as shown
in Fig.5.4 are used to reduce the computational burden in real-time. For fuzzifica-
tion a routine (Fuzzy) for a singleton fuzzi6er is wrinen in the 'C language. Table
6.3 contains the proposed new 'C code for fuzzi6cation of the IPMSM drive. [n
Table 6.3 NS is the Dumber of fuzzy sets, cvalue is the crisp value, fvalue is the
fuzzy value for a particular input, i denotes the ith fuzzy set of a particular input,
b_' is the bottom low 'a', U is the top low 'b', t_h is the lop high 'c', b_h is the bot-
tom high 'd' and cent is the centroid of a trapezoidal membership function. Al-
though the 'C' code is wrinen for only the trapezoidal membership function, the tri-
angular membership function can be generated from the trapezoidal membership
function by setting U - Ch.
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Fuzzy inference engine (Rule base): The fuzzy inference engine is
composed of a set of conditional staten1ects like ~if-then.. control roles to obtain the
results of all applicable ru.les. According to equations (4.4) and (4.5) another rou-
tine (FuzzyEngine) for the fuzzy inference engine is written in 'C' language. Table
6.4 contains the 'C' code for rule evaluation for the proposed FLC. In Table 6.4,
Table 6.4: 'C' codes for rule evaluation.
for(i-O;f<NS3;i++)
fvaIue3(i]-O.O;
fOf (i-O: KNS2; r-)
(
&lr (j-6;j<NS1;j++)
(
miDval-fvalue2(i];
il(miDval> fvaluel(j})
miJlval-fYalueIDl;
K-RuieBase(i]fiJ:
if(miJlval>fvalueJ[K.J)
fvalue3[K.]-miDval;
}
}
NS I (-5). NS2 (-3) and NS3 (-6) are the number of fuzzy sets for dro... dCr, and
iq"., respectively. RuleBase(ilU] is the two dimensional matrix corresponding to the
fuzzy rule based matrix given in Table S.l. Variable K will be an integer corre-
sponding to the output fuzzy set given in the Nle base matrix.
DduzzificatioD: According to the above mathematical form a routine for defuz-
zification is also written in 'C' language as given in Table 6.5. In this table, ar·
eas_3(i] is the area, ccnt_3[i] is the centroid of the ith fuzzy set of the output. After
completing the FLC calculation. the command currents ia·, ib• and ~. are generated
from the q-iOOs command current ~. and the rotor position angle Sr using Park's
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Table 6.S: 'C' codes for center ofarca defuzzification.
Iem;II"O.O;
e~ll.lC3"O.O;
for(i-G;i<NS3:i_}
(
Icmp2 - fvallle3(i]·areu_3[i];
cvalllc3+-lernp2·ecnt_3[i];
tempi +-lemp2;,
evaluc:3f-templ;
~.-K..~;
inverse transfonnation. These command phase CUJTeIlls are compared with lhe ac·
Dla1 mOlor C\lfTttls in • hySlcrcsis current controller, which provides the necessary
driving pulses for the invct1er switches. The hysteresis current controller algorithm
is also written in the standard 'C' language. The digital VO ports are configured as
output ports for the six PW'M logic pulses, which are fed to the base drive circuit of
lheinverter.
6.4 Design of PI controller for Comparison Purpose
In order to prove the superiority of lhe FLC, a PI controller is designed for
speed control. The input 10 the PI controller is the speed error and the output is the
torque command Te". In the Laplace domain, the PI type speed controller can be
dcscribedas:
(6.8)
where 600, is the speed error between actual and command speeds, Kp is the pro-
portional gain and Ie; is lhe integral gain for the PI controller. The values of the PI
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speed conttoller panunetefS are detem:tined by runing tl1e parameters off-line using
the transfer function oftl1e drive for only speed control. The transfer function block
of the drive with the PI speed controller is shown in Fig.6.S. For IPMSM drives, the
electrical dynamics are faster than the mechanical dynamics. Usually, the mechani·
cal time constant is ten times greater than the electrical time constant. So for the
sake of simplicity the electrical dynamics are omitted and the actual currents are
considered as the command currents. The PWM inverter is modeled by a delay
element. eo" with the delay time T and unity gain, i.e., the command and phase cur-
rents are considered to be the same. Thus, the forward transfer function. Go(s) for
the speed controller is given by,
Therefore, the closed loop transfer function, G(s) can be described by,
O(s)= oo,(s) '" (sK.. + Klo)e-"
oo;(s) l.s l +(B.. +K..e-)s+Kloe-"
(9)
(to)
Neglecting the delay time the damping ratio l; and undamped natural oscillation Cl)n
are given by.
(11)
At first, the PI controller gains are selected (Kt - 0.06 and K, - 0.3085) for criti-
cally damping to avoid any overshoot but the controller becomes 100 sluggish. In
order to get a reasonable settling time. the PI controller gains (Kp.-O.06 and
K<.-o.628) are designed for a slightly underdamped condition (l;-o.7). The gains of
the transfer functions are normally tuned around the calculated values for best per-
formance such as minimum overshoot, minimum settling time and zero steady stale
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error based on experimental results. The constants are found to be, ~-o.06 and
K;-o.3S.
Fig.6.5. Transfer function block diagram for speed control with a PI controller.
6.5 Experimental Results and Discussions
Numerow experimental tests are carried out to verifY the efficacy of the pro-
posed FLC based. IPMSM drive system. Experimental tests are also carried out for
the conventional fixed. gain PI controller based system in order to prove the superi-
ority of the FLC based system. The lests are carried out at different operating con-
ditions, such as at DO load, full load, and rated and low command speeds. The tests
are also carried out under certain disturbance conditions such as on-line step change
in command speed, sudden change in load and parameter variations. The experi-
menial results for the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive are also presented here to
verify the simulation results shown in chapter S. The experimental results are
shown in Figs. 6.6 to 6.18.
Figures 6.6(a) and (b) show the experimental speed and the corresponding
phase current response of the PI controller based IPMSM drive system. respec-
tively, under no load and rated command speed (188.5 radJsec.) conditions. Fig-
ures 6.7(a) and (b) show the speed and current responses of the proposed FLC
based IPMSM drive system under the same operating conditions. It is sb.own from
lSI
Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 that the PI controller based system has an overshoot of 10
radJsec. (9S rpm) and steady-state error 'Which may not be acceptable for a high
performance industrial drive system, whereas the proposed FLC based system can
follow the command speed without oversl:toot and steady-state: error. Moreover, the
sealing time ofFLC is smaller by l.0 sec. and hence it is faster than that of PI con-
troller based system. Therefore, the FLC is superior to the conventional PI control-
ler based system regarding the performance of the drive. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show
the speed and current responses for the PI and the FLC based system, respectively,
at rated load and rated speed conditions. The experimental results in Figs. 6.g and
6.9 show that the FLC based system is capable of running the motor following the
rated command speed without overshoot and steady-state error even at rated load
condition. However, for the PI controller based system the steady-state error has
been increased for the full load condition a..'S compared to the no load condition. Ex.-
perimental tests are also performed to investigate the performance of the drive at
low speed conditions. The speed responses of the drive for the PI and the FLC
based system are shown in Figs. 6.10(a) and (b), respectively, for low command
speed (SO radJscc.) under the same opctating COnditiODS. It is shown that the FLC
based IPMSM drive system also follows the low command speed without over-
shoot and steady-state error. However, the PI controller based system suffers from
overshoot. Therefore, the efficacy of the FLC based system has been validated at
various speed conditions.
The performances of the drive are also investigated for sudden change of
command speed at various loading conditions. The speed and the corresponding q-
axis command current responses are shown in Figs. 6.II(a) and (b), respectively for
the PI controller based system for a step increase in command speed at no load
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Fig. 6.6. Experimental responses of the conventional PI controller based IPMSM drive
system under no toad and rated speed conditions: (a) speed and, (b) current.
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Fig. 6.7. Experimental responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive system
under no load and rated speed conditions; (a) speed and, (b) current.
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Fig. 6.8. Experimental responses of the conveotional PI controller based IPMSM
drive system under rated load and rated speed cooditions: (a) speed and, (b) currenL
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Fig. 6.9. Experimental responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive system
under rated load and rated speed conditions: (a) speed and, (b) current.
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and low speed (SO radJscc) conditions in the case of: (a) PI and, (b) FLC.
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Fig. 6.11. Experimenral responses of the conventional PI controller based IPMSM
drive system for a sudden change in command speed at DO load condition; (a) speed
and, (b) q4axis command current ~r".
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Fig. 6.12. Experimenlal responses of the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive syslem
for a sudden cbange in command speed under no load coDdition: (a) speed and, (b)
q-axis command current iqr".
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condition. The q.axis command current response is taken to identify the distur-
bance in torque as it represents the command torque. The speed and the phase cur-
rent responses for me proposed FLC based drive !:)'Stem arc shown in Figs. 6.12(a)
and (b), respectively, under the same operating conditiODS_ The command speed can
be changed on-line from the keyboard using a software program (dspccd.c) given in
AppendiX--F. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 demonstrate that the FLC based drive system is
capable of following the command speed without any overshoot and sleady.state
error even with the sudden change in command speed However, the Pl based
IPMSM drive system has an overshoot of 10 radJscc. at the time of change in
command speed which is not acceptable for the high performance drive system.
The speed responses for a sudden increase in command speed under full load con·
dition is shown in Figs. 6.13(a) and (b) in the case ofPl and FLC based system,
respectively. It is sh.own from Figs. 6.13 (a) and (b) that for the PI controller based
system the drive follows the command speed with a steady state error under full
load condition, whereas, for the FLC based system the drive follows the command
speed smoothly without steady-state error even under full load condition. Morco--
ver, the FLC based system is faster than that of the PI controller based lPMSM
drive system.
The ability of the drive to follow the conunand speed in the case of sudden
decrease of the command speed is also tcsted experimentally. Figures 6.14(a) and
(b) show such speed responses in the case of the conventional PI and the proposed
FLC based IPMSM drive system. respectively, under light load condition. In the
case of sudden decease of the command speed the PI controller based drive as
noted in Fig. 6.14 (a) has a big undershoot (24 radJsec.), overshoot (10 radJsec.)
and a small steady-state error which are obviowly not acceptable for the high per-
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fonnance drive systems. Whereas., the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive (Fig.
6.14 (b» fonows the command speed without undershoot, overshoot and steady-
state error. Moreover, the response of the FLC based system. is faster than the PI
controller based system.
In practical industrial applications, the sudden change of load is a common
phenomenon. Therefore., the performance of the drive is also investigated for sud·
den increase and decrease of load conditions. The speed responses for a sudden in-
crease in load are sbown in Figs. 6.15 (a) and (b) in the case of the PI and the FLC
based system, respectively, under rated speed condition. The motor was running at
no load condition and after some time SUddenly the full load was applied to the
motor. It is clearly evident from Figs. 6.15 (a) and (b) that the FLC based system is
more robust than the PI controller based system in the case of sudden change of
toad.. It can be seen from Fig. 6.13(a) that the motor speed drops by almost 12
radJscc. (115 rpm) at the point of applying load in the case of the PI controller
based system. whereas the FLC based system is almost insensitive to load varia·
tions due [0 its inherent adaptive nature with changing load conditions.
Figures 6.16 (a> and (b) show the speed responses in the case of the PI and the
FLC based system, respectively, under a sudden decease in load at rated speed con-
dition. The motor was ru.ooing at full load condition and after some time suddenly
the load was removed from the motor. It is shown from Figs. 6.16(a) and (b) that
the PI controller based IPMSM drive has an overshoot of to radlsec. at the point of
removing the load. whereas, the FLC based system is completely insensitive to re-
moving the load. Therefore, the proposed FLC IPMSM drive based system is found
to be robust at various speeds and various loading conditions, for the cases of sud-
den change in command speed and load.
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Fig. 6.13. Experimental speed responses of the lPMSM drive system for a sudden
increase in conunand speed at full load condition in the case of: (a) PI controller
and, (b) FLC.
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Fig. 6.14. Experimental speed responses of the IPMSM drive system for a sudden
de<:rease in command speed at Light load condition in the case of: (a) PI controller
snd,(b)FLC_
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Fig. 6.15. Experimenlal speed responses of the IPMSM drive system for a sudden
increase in load under rated speed condition in the case of: (a) PI and, (b) FLC.
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Fig. 6.16. Experimental speed responses of the IPMSM drive system for a sudden
decrease in load under rated speed condition in the case of; (a) PI and, (b) FLC.
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Fig. 6.17. Experimental speed responses of the IPMSM drive system with doubled
inertia (J-+21) under rated speed condition in the case of: (a) PI and, (b) FLC.
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Fig. 6.18. Experimental speed responses of the fPMSM drive system with dOa.Lbled
stator resistances (R-+2R) under full load and raled speed conditions in the case of:
(a) pr and, (b) FLC.
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The performances of the drive are also investigated experimentaUy with pa-
ramet~ variations for both the PI and the FLC based system. For parameter varia-
tions the rotor inertia and the stator resistances are considered. The inertia of the
motor is doubled by coupling it directly with another motor of almost the same in-
ertia as the test motor. The slator resistances are doubled by inserting external re·
sistaDce to the per phase Slator windings. Figures 6.17 (a) and (b) show the speed
responses of the IPMSM drive in the case of the PI controller and the proposed
FLC based system, respectively, with doubled inertia (1-+21) under rated speed
condition. It is evident from Figs. 6.17(a) and (b) that the FLC based IPMSM drive
system follows the command speed with increased inertia smoothly without over-
shoot and steady.state error, wh.creas, the PI controller based IPMSM drive does
not foUow the command speed smoothly and also suffers from oversh.oot, under·
shoot and steady-slate error.
The drive performances with doubled the stator resistances (R-+2R) are
shown in Figs. 6.t8(a) and (b) in the case of the PI controUer and the proposed FLC
based system., respectively, under rated speed and rated load conditions. These re-
sults show that the FLC based IPMSM drive can foUow the command speed
smoothly with zero overshoot and zero steady-state error, although the stator resis-
tance parameter bas been changed. However, the PI controUer based system suffers
from significant overshoot in speed.
All the comparative experimental results from figs. 6.6 - 6.18 show that the
proposed FLC based. IPMSM drive can follow the command speed quickly almost
without overshoot and zero steady stale error at different dynamic operating condi-
tions. As the PI controller was designed based on the available motor parameters
and certain operating conditions, it is not capable of running the motor covering the
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whole operating range with unccnainties like sudden load impact, parameter varia-
tions, system disturbances, etc. Thus for the PI controller, the over sboot and under-
shoot were significant with changing operating conditions. On the other band. the
proposed FLC based rPMSM drive system is capable of running the motor by ad-
justing the necessary torque with the sudden load cbange, parameter variations,
system disturbance, etc. Thus, it is clearly established that the proposed FLC based
IPMSM drive system is more robust than the conventional PI controller based sys-
6.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the detailed DSP based rea.I-time implementation procedure
for the FLC based vector control of IPMSM drive has been presented. The com-
plete drive bas been implemented using a digital signal processor board OS 1102 in
a prototype laboratory I bp interior permanent magnet motor. The implementation
involves both hardware and software. In order to demonstrate the superiority of the
proposed FLC a PI controller is also designed and implemented in real-time. The
performances of the conventional PI based and the proposed FLC based IPMSM
drive have been investigated at different. dynamic operating conditions such as sud-
den change of command speed, load change and parameter variations. The com-
parative experimental results establish that the FLC based rPMSM drive is more
robust as compared to the PI controller based IPMSM.drive system.. Thus, it is
found that the PI controUer could successfully be replaced by the FLC in high per-
formance industrial drive applications, where robustness is one of the prime re-
quirements. The experimental results for the proposed FLC based IPMSM drive
also validate the simulation results presented in chapter S. The results shown in this
,..
thesis may not be sufficient for any industry to prefer FLC. The specific industry
application of the FLC needs more investigation to tune thc controUer parameters
for smooth speed control in steady-state. However. the industry may be convinced
for FLC due to some better transient responses than PI controller such as less set-
tling time. zero overshoot, zero undershoot and zero steady·state CfTOr. The main
challenge in industrial implementation of the proposed controller may be the high
cost of the controUer itself as compared to the motor. However, the cost of the
inverter/controller and motor are companlble for those up to S hp motor drives.
That result is found from Yaslcawa Electric Co. of Japan. who is the major manu·
facturer ofthe IPMSM with matching inverters.
The proposed proced~ may also be applied for real-time implementation of
FLC for other dc and at motor drives. The proposed method was applied to a labo-
ratory I hp induction motor and it was found that the motor was running smoothly
with the same membership functions just after adjusting the scaling factors [89].
Similar implementation techniques were developed and successfully applied to po-
sition control of the IPMSM drive in real-time for robotic applications [90]. The
proposed technique can be applied to a motor ofbigher rating than Ihe laboratory I
hp by adjusting the various scaling factors. such as K.. ICc. K;. etc.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Based on the literature review in ch:aPter I, it is concluded that lb.e interior
permanent magnet syncmonous motor (lPMSM) can be used to meet the criteria of
variable speed high perfonnance electric motor drives. However, the performance
depends on the type ofspeed cootroUers. Speed. controllers, constant gain types and
their adaptive versions need an accurate system. mathematical model. However, it is
often difficult to develop such a model due 10 some of the system's unavoidable
circumstances such as saturation, panuneter variations., load impact, system me-
chanical noise., etc. Moreover, the fixed gain controllers suffer from overshoot., un-
dershoot, steady-state error and occasional instability. The conventional adaptive
controUers need oomplex circuitry to be implemented in real-time.
In chapter 1 the review of various electtic mOlors with various control tech-
niques has been provided. This identifies the problems of controlling the electric
motors in high performance variable speed drive applications. Problems orcontrol-
ling the speed accurately for an IPMSM with different dynamic operating condi-
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tions have been identified aDd the FLC has been proposed to oVeTWme these prob-
1=.
The in-depth literature review also indicaled Ibat recently, the FLC bas be·
come a popular choice for speed control of electric mOIOrs in variable speed drive
applications. ntis is due 10 ilS inherent capabilities of handling nonlinearities, pa-
rameler variations, load disturbances and system noise. The FtC adjusts the control
output with different dynamic operating conditions with its inherent adaptive na-
ture. In order to verify the efficacy of the fuzzy logic based speed controUer in high
performance applicarloll5, a vector control scheme of the IPMSM incorporating the
FLC has been implemented experimentally for a labor.J.tory I hp interior type PM
motor.
As an inlegral part of this researeb worlc: !he performance of various current
controllers for the IPMSM drive bas been simulated and experimentally investi-
gated in order to select a suitable current controller for the vector control scheme.
The mathematical formulations are presented to develop the vector control strategy
of the lPMSM. Based on both the simulation and experimenlal results a comparison
among various current controllers has been made in chapter 2. A hybrid current
controller is proposed in order to lake advantages from both the hysteresis and the
ramp comparator controllers. However, considering the computational burden and
the performance over the entire speed range the sinusoidal hand hysteresis current
controller has been selected along with the voltage source IGBT invener.
In chapter 3 the COQtrollecbnique of the IPMSM over a wide speed range in-
corporating the flux weakening operation has been developed. The scheme includes
the maximwn lorque per ampere operation in the constant torque region (i.e., below
the base speed) and the flux-weakening operation in the constant power region (i.e.,
above the base speed). The performance of the proposed FWC technique has been
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investigated. both lheoretically and experimentally. Finally. a comparison bas also
been made between the FWC and the conventional i.I ..-0 control techniques. The
FWC technique has been found more robust than the id -0 concrol technique over a
wide speed range.
Chapter 4 briefly described the fundamentals of the fuzzy logic controller
(FLC) and its applications to motor control. The basic ideas of fuzzy logic. linguis-
tic variables, fuzzy sets, membership functions. fuzzification. fuzzy inference en·
gine (N1e evaluation) and defu2zification have been presented. The detailed
mathematical fonnulations for various processes of the FtC bave also been pre-
sented in this chapter.
In chapter S. a novel speed control scheme of the IPMSM drive using the spe-
cific fuzzy logic algorithm. has been developed. Prior to laboratory implementation.
the performance of the proposed FLC has been pcedicted through extensive simu-
lations. The starting performances at various speed, parameters and load conditions
as well as the effects of on·line load dist1ubaoces. sudden speed changes and pa-
rameter variations on both the speed and the current responses of the proposed
drive have been investigated in this chapter. The FLC can adjust itself with differ·
ent operating conditions such as load change. parameter variations and step change
of command speed. Thus., the simulation results sbow encouraging performances of
the proposed drive.
In chapter 6. the step.by·step real-time implementation procedures of the
complete vector control scheme of IPMSM incorporating the FtC have been pre-
sented. The hardware elements including the 05·1102 board, incremental encoder.
HaU.effect current sensors. base drive circuits and IGBT inverter have been pre-
sented. New software programs in 'C' language have been developed for real-time
implementation of the FtC. For the complete vector control scheme the sinusoidal
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band hysteresis controller is used as current cootroller based on the investigation of
various current controllers presented in chapter 2. The performance of the proposed
FtC based IPMSM drive bas been experimentally investigated at different dynamic
operating conditions. The experimental results validated the simulations presented
in chapter 5. Finally, in this chapter, a comparison between the conventional fixed
gain PI controller and the innovative FLC for the IPMSM drive has also been
made. The experimental results are obtained under the same operating conditions in
order to validate the superior performances of the fuzzy logic controller over the PI
controller. The comparative results sbow that the FLC based system can follow the
command speed faster than the PI controller. Moreover, the response of the FLC is
m from overshoot, undershoot and steady-state error, whereas the PI controller
based system suffers from overshoot, undershoot and steady-slate enor al different
dynamic operating conditions. Thus, the FLC is found more robust and bence, a
suitable replacement of the conventional PI controller. The motor has been con-
trolled up to the base speed using the i.FO control technique in the constant torque
region. In order to operate the mOlor above base speed, in constant power mode the
flux-weakening control technique (where i.l..o) bas been incorporated after calcula-
tion of the q.axis current command from the speed controller.
7.1 Major Contributions of the Dissertation
The major contributions of this dissertarion are:
1. Detailed mathematical fonnulations for modeling the current controlled voltage
source inverter (VSl) fed IPMSM drive has been presented. The vector control
scheme of the VSI fed IPMSM drive bas been developed. The perfonnances of
various current controllers for the IPMSM drive have been investigated both
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theoretically and experimentally. A comparison bas also been made among the
various current controllers, particularly the hysteresis controller and the ramp
comparator controller perfonnances for the IPMSM drive in order to choose a
suitable current controller before integnlling it in the proposed complete
IPMSM drive system.
2. A new control technique of IPMSM over a wide speed range incorporating the
flux-weakening operation has been developed. The scheme incorporates the
maximum torque per ampere operation in the constant torque region and the
flux-weakening operation in the constant power region. The perfonnances of this
control technique have been evaluated by simulation results as well as by ex·
perimental results. A comparison between the flux-weakening controllechnique
and the typical i.:!-o control lechnique has also been presented. It bas been ob-
served that for the conventional i.:!=<> control, above the base specd. (188.5
radJsec.) the motor was vibrating, whereas for the FWC, the motor was running
smoothly up to 400 radJsec. Thus, the FWC technique bas been. found more fO-"
bust as compared 10 the~ controllOt;hnique over a wide speed range.
3. An application specific new fuzzy logic controller (FLC) for the IPMSM drive
has been developed.. Sets of new implementation codes have been wrinen with a
view to minimize computational burden for the practical rPMSM.
4. The new fLC has been successfully incorporated for the IPMSM drive to take
into account the motor dynamics as well as nonlinear load characteristics. Prior
to implementing the proposed FLC based drive in real-lime, the performance of
the drive has been predicted through extensive simulations carried out at differ·
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ent dynamic operating conditions. Encouraging performance results in simula_
tion have been obtained
S. The proposed FLC based vector of IPMSM bas been successfully implemented
in reaJ·time using digital signal processor (DSP) controUer board OS t 102 for
the laboralOry I bp motor. The step-by.step implementation procedures for the
FLC have been developed and presented. For real-time implementation of the
proposed FLC based IPMSM drive, an IGBT Power Module Inverter and its a,s.
sociated drive cireuilS have bec:D built in the Power Research Laboratory of
Memorial University of Newfoundland.
6. The performance of the IPMSM drive wing the Dew FLC have been experimen.
tally investigated at different dynamic operating conditions such as load change,
command speed change, parameter variatioDS. It bas been proved that the FLC
based IPMSM drive has superior operating performances in comparison to the PI
controller based drive. Finally, it is claimed that a complete IPMSM drive incor·
porating the FLC has been presented for the filst time to the best of the author's
knowledge.
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7.2 Future Scope ofthe Work
. This work mainly involves the usc of different current and speed controllers
for the IPMSM drive to be used in high performance drive systems. Particululy,
the successful real-time implementation technique for the complete vector control
scheme of IPMSM inco£POrating the FLC bas been developed for the first time. [t
has been observed experimentally that the torque response of the developed FLC
has a significant pulsation. That is why, the speed responses given in Chapter 6
showed spikes in steady-slace. As a future recommendation of this work, it is sug-
gcsted thar. me proposed FLC caD be modified in order to reduce the torque pulsa-
tion by making it more adaptive with the change of membership functions, fuzzy
sets and fuzzy rule based matrix on-line. By reducing the torque pulsation it is pos-
sible to nul the motor smoothly at steady-state. Thus, the speed response will be
free from spikes. However, the same implementation technique presented in this
work can be used. For on-tine adaptation the ncllfO-ofuzzy t~bnique may also be
A systematic development oflhe IPMSM drive using efficient artificial tEural
network (ANN) controllers should be undertaken. The comparative efficacy of the
IPMSM in high pcrfonnance drive applications should be presented for the FLC,
ANN and neuro-fuzzy speed controllers in the future: scope of intelligent control·
ton.
Stability analysis using LyapUDOV'S function can be attempted in tine with the
recent work [91J.
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7.3 Conclusions
The main points of the cooclusions of this work: are:
The sinusoidal band hysteresis coQtroller can be used as a suitable current con·
troller for the current controlled VSI-fed IPMSM drive to be used in high per-
formance drive systems.
The flux-weakening control technique presented in this thesis can be used for
the high performance of IPMSM drive over a wide speed range covering both
the constant torque and constant power regions.
The developed FLC can be effc<:tively used for the speed controL ofIPMSM as
well as for other ac and de motors in order to provide robust performance at dif-
ferent dynamic operating conditions such as load change. couunand speed
change and parameter variations.
The proposed FLC is found more robust as compared to the conventional fixed
gain PI controller, and hence., the conventioaal PI controller could be success-
fully replaced by the developed FLC.
Rather than using a look-up table, the on-tine calculation of the fuzzy logic al·
gorithms provides the critically damped speed response for the IPMSM drive.
The proposed implementation technique overcomes the high computation bur-
den of the FLC and makes the drive system suitable for high performance ap·
plications.
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APPENDIX-A
IPMSM Parameters
Number of phases - 3
Number of poles =4
IWed frequency - 60 Hz
Rated power - 1 bp
Rated input line to line voltage - 208 V
q-axis inductance Lq -O.079S7 H
d-axis induetanee L.t - 0.04244 H
Stalor resistance per phase r. - 1.93 n
Inertia constant 1m- 0.003 Kg.m J
Rotor damping constant 8 m"" 0.0008 (N-m)/radJsec.
Permanent magnet (lux linkage 0/_ -0.314 voltslradJscc_
Magnet type - Samarium Cobalt
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APPENDIX-B
Simulink Subsystems
The details of the subsystem blocks for the simulink: schematic orthe complete
current-controUed voltage source inverter (VSn fcd IPMSM drive as shown in
Fig.2.S have been presented in this appendix. The inputs of the command CI.IITeDt
generator subsystem (B.l) are command speed ro; and the feedback actual speed of
the mocor 00•• The outputs are the command currents lAC. me and ICC. The PID
controUer is used to represent actual PI controller by setting derivative term to zero.
The command cwrents act as inputs to the current controller subsystems (B.2) and
(8.3). In current coDtroller subsystems, the relays are used to represent lhe hystere-
sis band. The actual motor currents also act as inputs to this subsystem. The outputs
of this subsystem are the logic signals NA, NB and NC wIDeb. are used to tum the
inverter switches on and of[ The inputs of the inverter subsystem (8.4) are logic
signab NA. NB. NC and the de bus voltage VB_ The outputs of this subsystem are
the d-q axis voltages in the stationary reference frame. The coordinate ttansforma-
tion subsystem (8.S) transforms d-q axis voltages from stationary frame 10 the syn·
chronously rotating rotor reference frame. The d-q axis currents generation sub-
system (8.6) generates d-q axis currents in the rotating reference frame from the
synchronously rotating d-q axis voltages and motor parameters. The actual current
generation subsystem (8.7) gcnentes actual currents ia, ib and ic from the syn.
chronously rotating d-q axis currents and the rotor position angle. The motor output
subsystem (8.8) generates the rotor position angle th_e and the motor speed Cllr
from the synchronously rotating d'.q' axis currents and the motor parameters using
the motor dynamics..
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APPENDIX-C
IGBT Inverter
The advantages of bipolar junction transi.stors (BITs) and melal-oxide-
semiconductor 6eld--effect transistors (MOSFETs) are combined in an insulated
gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). An IGBT has high input impedance like MOSFETs
and low conduction losses like BITs. Because of high input impedance [he gate
draws a very small leakage current. An IGOT has no second breakdown problem
like the BIT. An IGBT is made of foW" alternate PNPN layers. The performance of
IGBT is closer to that ofa BIT than a MOSFET. A BIT is a current controlled de-
vice and requires base current for flowing current in the collector. Since the col-
lector current is dependent 00 the base current so the current gain is highly depend-
ent on the junction temperature. However, an IGBT is a voltage-eontroUcd device
like a power MOSFET. It bas lower switching and conduction losses while sb.aring
many of the appealing features of power MOSFETs, such as ease of gale drive,
peak current capability and ruggedness. An IGBT is inherently faster than a BIT
but slower than a power MOSFET. An IGBT is a three terminal device which are
gate. collector and emitter. The current and voltage ratings of a single IGBT can be
up to 400 A, 1200 V and the switching frequency can be up to 20 kHz.. In order to
implement the proposed control scheme an IGBT inverter module bas been made in
the Power Research Laboratory of Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN).
The schematic of the IGBT inverter module with its snubber circuit is sbown in
Fig. C.l. Although the lGBT is capable of handling both soft and hard switching
but still a mubber circuit has been used to limit the rate ofchange of voltage across
the inverter legs because of unpredictable transient behavior of interior pcnnanent
magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM).
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Fig. C.l. Basic circuit ofan IGBT inverter module.
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C.I Base Drive Circuits
For operating IGSTs as switches the gale voltage must be appropriate so that
the fGSTs are into the saturation for (ow on-state voltage. The main function of the
base drive circuit is to generate six pulses baving proper voltage level for the six
IGBTs of the inverter. The outputs of the digital YO subsystem of the DSP board
OS 1102 are six pulses having magnitude of S V that is not sufficient for the gate
drive of IGBTs. Moreover, isolation is needed between the logic circuits and the
IGBTs because the logic signal should be applied between the gUe and the emitter.
So for the high transiston (f•• T] and Ts) the ground aCme logic pulses will not be
common. Thus a base drive circuit is essential for the inverter to provide an isola-
tion and appropriate voltage 10 the gate aflGSTs. The base drive circuit, which has
been built up in Power research Laboratory of MUN, is shown in Fig. C.2. The chip
SN7407N has been used as level shifter that shifts the voltage level from +5V to
+15V. The chip HP2531 is an optocoupler. which has been used 10 provide isola-
tion between the logic circuit and the power circuit ofthe inverter. The chip IR2130
is the main driver. which provides six driving pulses for the six switches of the
inverter. In order to provide +20V isolated power to the optocoupler and the driver
an isolated power supply has been built which is also shown in Fig. C.2.
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APPENDIX-D
Real-Time Simulink Model for IPMSM Drive
The Simulink model can be directly used for real~timc applications using the
software real-time interface (RTI) supplied by the dSPACE. The RTI's board li-
brary provides Simulink blocks representing the dSPACE YO bardw~. The com-
plete system Simulink diagram is shown in Fig.. 0.1. It is shown in this figure that
the board OS1102 has two incremental encoders but encOOu I is used in this work..
The encoder 2 is terminated by a tenninator. The subsystem. representing the fuzzy
logic controUer is shown in Fig. 0.2. This is a subsystem. within the main subsys-
tem RcCcurr (reference currents generator). The other subsystems are similar to the
subsystems given in Appendix.B. The AID converters 3 and 4 arc used to read the
actual motor currents from phase 'a' and 'b'. The other two AID converters are
terminated. The logic signals which are the outputs nfthe Hys_cnt (hysteresis cur-
rent controller) subsystem are coming out through the digital YO ports. The output
ports are used from the RTI library and the number of channel is selected according
to the configuration desired. The signals to be captured by the stored oscilloscope
are fed to the DlA ports of the board..
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Fig. 0.1. Real·Tlme Simullnk Model for the FlC based vector control of IPMSM drive.
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APPENDIX-E
START.C
,* s~art.e --_•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
rnstruction to compile with Borland. C, bUB version:
bee /1111 Bt..re.C bcdclib.lib
................................................................./
'include "Btdlib.h>
'include <Btdio.b>
'inelude <cl.ib.b::o ,. KOBe-DSP ineerface library include tile -,
'define DP_KEM_OPPS 1 '* UBe fi~t dual-port lDemQry addre•• *,
float number;
I,l.luigned L.ot OOa>:4 index;
rOid close_and_exit (ine error_code)
DSP_WIIegiat.er_hollt_app (I:
exit (error_codel ;
void writl!l_dua.l...,POrt_memory IOl:nt32 addres •• trIntJ2 val",e)
(
int error;
error. DSP_lock_boar:d{board_inclex);
it (error ! _ OSP NO SRROR){ - -
printft"Error, can't; lock board error. ld.\n\n",erro:r:l;
clo••_&nd_e.x.ie (51 ;
}
error. DSP_wrie"'_dua.J....,PQrt_memory(bo.ard_index. address. val",el;
DSP_Wlloc:k_board.{board_indexl;
1!'{en:or !. DSP NO ElUtORI{ - -
print! ("Error \'d writing the OSP board's d ...al-port memory l \ll\n" ,
error) ;
close_lLlld_exit(SII
void mal..n (int ,argc:. char ·srgv (J )
(
int error;
prilltU"\n lItart ~~Tbe motor ,allready started .. "\ll\ll"l i
it(,argc 1_ :1:)
{
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pr!nef("Osage, Start bo.m\n\n"I ;
exie(lI ;
error _ DSP_=gister_host_app("sta:rt;"j;
it (error !_ OSP NO BRRORI{
s..,iteh(errorlT -
casll OSP_DEVl:CE_DRrvER_NOT_romm,
printf ("\nOeviee Driver not installed. \n") ;
break;
ease DSP VXD NOT LOAD£D,
printf(""\nVirtual device driver not installed. \n" I;
break;
case OSP NO FREE ROST APP IOX,
printt'("..\~o tree hOst application illde,.. "';
break;
'it'det' NET
ease OSP NET BRROR,
pr-:intt'("\eNetvork error."l;
break;
'encUt'
det'au.l.t,
printt'("\nDSP_register_host_app, error code 'd\n". errorl;
break;
I
exit (1) ;
error _ OSP_board_index(argv (1] ,kboard_index) ;
it'(error !_ OSP NO ERROR II - -
printf ("\nBoard 's not registered, error _ "d. \n",
a:rgv[lJ ,errorl;
close_.and_exit (2) ;
/ .. irUtiali~. output signal with 0.0 "/
OfT!te_dual""port_-.eory (OP_MEM_ OFFS ,
DSP_evt_1eee_to_ti «FloatJ2' 0 .011 ;
/" set output signal to start .. /
print!("\n ple..e enter any number except 0 to f1nsh sta:rt;1ng proc-
ess ... \n"J;
sean!l""!", *numberl;
WTi te_dual""port_ melllOry (DP_HEM_OFFS ,
DSP_c:vt_ieee_to_ti ((FloatJ2) number»;
print!(·Press RETURN to abort ... \11"1;
rew1nd (stdinl;
getchar(l;
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APPENDIX-F
DSPEED.C
/" dapeed.c •••**.** .
Instnlcelon eo cocapile with Borlllnd C: bus version:
bee 1m.! dJlpeed.c bc:dclib.lib
..................................................................,
.include <stdlLb. h>
#include <stdl0.11:>
#-include <elib.b.> I" Hon:-DSP interface library include file -/
IFdefine DP_MEM_OFFS 0 ,* U8e first dual-port memory .ddres. "/
unsigned int boa>:d._index;
float speed,delea speed;{'io. close_and_exIt (inc e['Tor_code'
DSP_UDregiaeer_hosc_appO;
axit(error_code) ;
void vrit"'_dual.JlOrt_memory (U:Intl2 address, Ul:ncl2 value)
{
int erroI;";
error ... OSP_lock_board(boOlrd_indexl;
(flerrar I_ OSP_NO_EAAORI
priottl"Error: c:an'c lock board error. td.\n\n".error);
cloae_UId_exit (5);
}
error'" DSP_WTite_dual-PQrt_memory(board_index. addre.s. value) I
DS," un.loek board(board, indexll
{f(error I; DSP_NO_ERRORI
printf (~Brror td. writing the OSP board' B d.ual-port memory J \n\n",
error) ;
elose_an.d._exit(S) ;
void _in (int arge. char -arqv[lJ
{
int error I
printf("\n dBpeed ·change speed reference from key board. ..
"\n\n"l;
if(argc; I. 21
{
prlntf("l1s.ge: depeed. board\n\n");
exit(1) ;
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error. DSP_register_b.ost_app{*d.apeed");
il(errar !_ DSP NO E:RROR) {
.w~~~: (;~~~rC: DRrvER NOT FOtlND:
printli*\nDevIee Driver ii'ot in.stalled.\n*J;
break;
ease DSF VXD NOT LOADED,
printli"\nVirtual deviee driver not installed. \0.");
break;
ease OSP NO FREE HOST APP rox:
print{l*\iiN'o free nOst ;:pplieation index.");
break;
tildel NET
eaae OSP NET SUOR,
printlC"\nNetwork error. -);
break;
,...ut
delault,
printl(*\nDSP_register_boat_app, error eode 'd\n*,error);
break;
}
axit{ll;
error .. DSP board iDdex(argv[l] ,.ooard i.ndexJ;
il(error l.-OSP NO ERROR) -{ - -
printl (-\nBOard ,. not registered, error .. 'd. \0.",
argv [lJ ,error);
eloae_and_exit(2l;
/" initialize output signal witb 0.0 -/
write_dualJlOrt_memory (Op_ KEM_ OFFS ,
DSP_evt_iaee_to_ti «(Float121 0.0);
/* aet O\Jtput signal to speed ,,/
dol
print!! (*\0. pleaae enter the delta_speed in rpa. ... \0.") ;
seanl (-'f", '-<islta speed);
speed-delta_speed-o. 10.71975$;
write_dual""'port_lIII!!DOry (DP_HEM_ OFFS,
OSP eve ieee eo ti (Float12) speed»);
} While (delea spaedl_O.O);- - --
printl{"press iIrruttN to abort ... \0.");
rewind{stctin) ;
gete~r{);
/" reset output a ig-nal to 0.0 -/
write_dua1""port_ mel'llOry {OP_ MEM_ OFFS,
DSP_cvt_ieee_eo_ei ({FloatHI 0.0);
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